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ABSTRACT

The colonoscope is an important tool in diagnosis and management of diseases of the colon. One
of the ongoing challenges with this device is that the colonoscope may form a loop together with
the colon during the procedure. The result of the loop is that further insertion of the scope in the
colon may not be possible. The loop may also cause risks of perforation of the colon and pain in
the patient. There are currently several existing devices to overcome loop formation in
colonoscopy, some of which have been introduced in clinical work. However, empirical
assessment shows that these devices do not work very well. This is the motivation for the
research presented in this thesis.

In this thesis, a new paradigm of thinking, “doctor-assisted colonoscopy,” is proposed to
overcome loop formation. In this new approach, the physician’s role is enhanced with new
information that is acquired by sensors outside the human body and inferred from the
mathematical model. It is referred to as a kinetic model due to the fact that this model describes
the kinetic behaviour of the scope. This thesis is devoted to development of this kinetic model. In
this study, the model of the colonoscope and the model of the colon are developed based on the
Timoshenko beam theory, and parameters in both models are determined by the experiments.
The following conclusions then are made: (1) self-locking of the colonoscope is the most basic
cause for a loop to occur, while structural instability of the colonsocope is dependent on the selflocking; (2) both the scope and the colon can be well represented with the Timoshenko beam
elements and the Linear Complementary Problem (LCP) formulation derived from Signorini’s
law, and Coulom’s law for representation of interactions between the colon and scope is
ii

adequate; (3) there are effects from the location, looping, and tip deflection of the scope on
flexural rigidity of the scope. Approximately, the flexural rigidity of the CF-Q160L colonoscope
ranges from 300 to 650 N·cm2, and its accuracy is proven by a good agreement between the
model predicted result and experimental result; (4) Rayleigh damping for the CF-Q160L
colonoscope depends more on the mass matrix [M] of the colonoscope than the stiffness matrix
[K], which is evident by the large coefficient value of “alpha” (0.3864) and the small coefficient
value of “beta” (0.0164).

The contributions of this thesis are: (1) the finding that the main cause of the loop is not
structural instability of the colonoscope but rather self-locking of the colonoscope, which could
lead to design of a “new-generation” colonoscope to avoid the loop; (2) a systematic evaluation
of the existing colonoscopy technologies based on the well-proven Axiomatic Design Theory
(ADT), which will serve as a guideline for the development of future new colonoscopes in
future; (3) an approach to developing a kinetic model of the colonoscope useful to modeling
similar objects such as a catheter guide-wire; (4) a novel ex-vivo colonoscopy test-bed with the
kinetic and kinematic measurements useful for validation of new designs in colonoscopy
technology and also useful for training physicians who perform the colonoscopy procedure; and
(5) a new paradigm of thinking for colonoscopy called “doctor-assisted colonoscopy,” which has
potential applications to other medical procedures such as catheter-based procedures.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Research Background and Motivation

Colonoscopy is the most effective way to examine the colon and rectum for diseases such as
colorectal cancer. Not only is it a useful screening and diagnostic tool, but it also provides the
possibility of removing premalignant polyps [1-2]. However, its failure rate today is still about
10% [3]. Failure is due primarily to loop formation in the colonoscopy procedure. Loop
formation can be responsible for incomplete procedure, bowel perforation, and bleeding from
mesenteric tear [4-5].

1.1.1 Anatomy of the Colon

The colon is a long flexible organ constrained by muscles and by mesentery within the abdomen.
The colon consists of rectum, sigmoid colon, descending colon, splenic flexure, transverse colon,
heptic flexure, ascending colon, and cecum, as shown in Figure 1.1. The rectum, ascending colon
and descending colon are fixed to the retroperitoneum, and they are almost completely immobile
and unstretchable; however, the sigmoid colon is entirely surrounded by the peritoneum which
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forms a mesentery (also called the sigmoid mesocolon). Thus, the sigmoid colon is quite mobile
in the abdominal cavity [6].

Figure 1.1 Anatomy of the colon
(Adapted from http://www.umm.edu/imagepages/8832.htm)

1.1.2 Colonoscope

The colonoscope comprises (1) the hand control unit with two valves for air insufflation and
suction and two knobs for controlling the bend section at the tip and (2) an insertion tube
carrying the light guide; the camera; and the water, air, and biopsy channels, as shown in Figure
1.2 and in Figure 1.3. An umbilical (or so-called universal cord) connects the colonoscope to the
light source, processor, air supply, and suction as shown in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2 Hand control unit of colonoscope

Figure 1.3 Bending section of colonoscope
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The bending section 10 cm (see Figure 1.3) of the colonoscope can be deflected along the
up/down plane and the along right/left plane. The tip of the colonoscope can bend up to 1800 or
more. Control of the bending section depends upon pulling wires that connect the tip of the
colonoscope to the two angulation control knobs (for up/down and right/left movements) at the
hand control unit, as shown in Figure 1.2. The two knobs use a braking system; thus, the tip of
the scope can be kept fixed in any desired position. The insertion tube is torque-stable, i.e., the
rotating movement applied to the proximal end is transmitted to the tip of the scope [7].

The colonoscope has a complex internal structure. The insertion tube of the scope incorporates
the biopsy, suction, air, and water channels originating at the entry “biopsy port” and ending at
the opposite end of the scope [8].

1.1.3 Colonoscopy Procedure

The procedure of colonoscopy involves the intubation of a colonoscope from the anus through
the colon to the cecum [7]. During a complete colonoscopy procedure, the insertion shaft is
inserted into the anus then pushed through the rectum, sigmoid colon, descending colon,
transverse colon, and ascending colon through to the cecum.

There are two methods for performing colonoscopy: two-person and one-person. In the oneperson colonoscopy, the physician performs the examination alone, managing the angulation
controls and valves with one hand and inserting or twisting the shaft with the other hand. In oneperson colonoscopy, the physician uses the right hand to insert the scope and controls the
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orientation of the distal end of the scope with the left hand. Thus, the one-person method
typically creates a better coordination of the two operations during the procedure.

In the two-person colonoscopy, a physician and an assistant perform the two-person
colonoscopy, i.e., the physician controls the orientation of the scope, and the assistant pulls and
pushes the colonoscope according to the physician's command. By contrast, in the two-person
method, an assistant pushes or pulls the scope while the physician controls the scope orientation.
In the latter method, good coordination often is hard to achieve. As a result, the two-person
method often creates more procedure-induced abdominal pains than does the one-person method
[8-11].

1.1.4 Loop Formation in Colonoscopy

Despite the wide availability and use of colonoscopy in the world today, the failure rate
(incomplete colonoscopy) continues to remain as high as 10%, i.e., failure to reach to the cecum
occurs in more than 1 in 10 procedures [12]. The main reason for this failure is loop formation
[13].

In colonoscopy, the most difficult site for advancing the colonoscope is at the sigmoiddescending junction (see Figure 1.1), especially in an acute angle. At this place, the scope can get
stuck in the colon, then go either upwards or downwards, forming an alpha loop or “N” loop
from a lateral view as shown in Figure 1.4. Other sites for potential loop formation are the
junction of the descending colon to transverse colon and the junction of the transverse colon to
ascending colon. Furthermore, individual colon attachments are unusually mobile, which may
5

result in types of atypical loops such as the reverse splenic flexure loop (3% of all loops), reverse
alpha loop (5% of all loops), reverse sigmoid spiral (1% of all loops), transverse gamma loop
(1% of all loops) when the scope reaches the transverse colon [12].

Figure 1.4 (a) a large sigmoid alpha loop; (b) a sigmoid spiral “N” loop

Learning effective maneuvers for preventing/controlling loop formation is the most important
part of the physician’s specialized training in colonoscopy. For a short sigmoid colon, the
physician may achieve almost “direct” passage from the sigmoid colon to the descending colon
without a large loop formation. For a redundant sigmoid colon, the physician repeatedly may pull
the scope back or withdraw, and twist the scope in order to straighten the scope at the sigmoiddescending junction (see Figure 1.5) [15]. Although the colonoscope may pass through the
descending colon smoothly after the physician straightens the scope, a loop can reform in the
sigmoid colon when the colonoscope passes the splenic flexure as well as at the hepatic flexure,
which also offers an obstacle to advancing of the scope.
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Figure 1.5 (a) tip of colonoscope reached the splenic flexure; (b) scope withdrawal with
clockwise twisting reduces an alpha loop; (c) continued clockwise torque straightens the
remaining loop; (d) straighted scope

In clinic, there are several maneuvers available to the physician confronted with a loop. One is to
apply increased manual pressure to the left lower quadrant such that the sigmoid colon is made
more “compact.” Other useful maneuvers include “hooking the fold,” which involves hooking
the scope onto a corner of the colon while withdrawing the scope such that the tip does not lose
ground. In some cases, changes in positioning of patient can also be useful in certain
circumstances [16-21]. The use of such ancillary maneuvers may be helpful in up to 52% of
attempts, indicating that in a significant number of cases the loop cannot be prevented when
using the existing methods [22].
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Loop formation in colonoscopy can lead to bowel perforation, bleeding from mesenteric tear,
and premature termination of the procedure.

1.2 Research Objectives

There are currently several existing designs for overcoming loop formation in colonoscopy,
some of which have been introduced to clinical work, including a variable stiffness colonoscope,
an over-tube colonoscope, capsule endoscopy, a self-propelled endoscope, virtual colonoscopy,
the Aer-O-Scope and the NeoGuide Endoscopy System (NES), and image-guided colonoscopy.
However, empirical in-clinic assessment shows that none of these work very well in terms of
overcoming loop formation [23]. This is the motivation for the research presented in this thesis.

A preliminary analysis by the author has led him to believe that all the existing attempts at
solutions may have missed an important factor involving an engineering concept called “selflocking” and its underlying principle that governs the locking of the relative motion (or “stick”)
between two objects (colon and scope, in this case) [24]. This observation, coupled with the
author’s belief that medical procedures and operations must be performed in interactive
human/machine fashion (or, simply speaking, that a complete automation for this procedure is
both undesirable and less, if at all, viable), led the author to propose a new paradigm of thinking
for colonoscopy called “doctor-assisted colonoscopy”. This paradigm means that on the top of
essential operations by the doctor with devices, assistive information and knolwege is provided
through an engineering system. Under this new paradigm, the physician’s role would be
enhanced by new information involving the interaction between the scope and the colon such as
8

their contact force, scope positions, and orientation of the scope’s distal end within the colon
[25]. An accurate kinetic model is extremely important to providing this new information, and
this thesis is devoted to the development of such a kinetic model.

From the aforementioned research questions to be answered by this thesis research, two
objectives were proposed and they are stated as follows:

(1)

To analyze the existing devices and solutions for overcoming loop formation in
colonoscopy from an engineering design prospective, aiming to confirm the author’s
preliminary finding.

(2)

To develop a kinetic model of the colonoscope that describes the motion of the
colonoscope in the colon and also the contact force resulting from the external force/torque
applied by the physician. Objective (2) can be further divided into three more specific
objectives: (2a) to set up an experiment test-bed to identify and determine the parameters
that should be included in the model; (2b) to set up a test-bed that can measure all the
previously information mentioned in order to serve as a means to validate the model; and
(2c) to establish the model from the first principle.

1.3 Organization of the Thesis

This thesis comprises of six chapters.
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Chapter 1 gives an introduction to this research, necessary background pertinent to this thesis,
and research objectives.

Chapter 2 presents an analysis of loop formation in colonoscopy. The analysis was conducted
systematically with an engineering design theory and methodology called Axiomatic Design
Theory (ADT). The ADT has two axioms; the first axiom regards the relationship between the
functional and constraint requirement and device parameter, and only this first axiom was
employed in the analysis. Also, clinical feedback for the existing devices was employed to
examine its correlation with the engineering analysis.

Chapter 3 presents a literature review of the modeling of a cable-like object. This review outlines
some emerging approaches to modeling a cable-like object, including dynamic splines, massspring models, the Kirchhoff’s rod theory, the Cosserat theory, rigid bars with joints, and the
finite beam element model (FBEM). Advantages and limitations of these approaches are
discussed in this chapter. These methods all have certain advantages and disadvantages with
respect to the modeling requirement. The goal of this review was to make a critical assessment of
these methods and to justify the choice of the FBEM as the best and most suitable tool for
modeling the colonoscope to be used for this research.

Chapter 4 presents the models of the colonoscope and the colon, and their interaction. For the
colonoscope model, the Timoshenko beam element was employed, which accounts for the crosssectional area, cross-section moment of inertia, and polar moment of inertia of the structure of
the colonoscope. Each beam element had 6 degrees of freedom (DOFs) in translation and 6
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DOFs in rotation in space and was connected to a neighboring beam element to represent the
assembled colonoscope. The element had not only deformation but also position change, and its
position was updated. In order to model the colon, the colon was defined as a set of hollow
cylinder beam elements. The deformation of the colon was represented by a static equilibrium
equation in which the stiffness matrix of the colon model was computed from a number of
hollow cylinder beam elements. The parameters in the model of the colonoscope and the model
of the colon were determined by the experiments in this research. Finally, the model of the
scope-colon system which describes their interaction is presented.

Chapter 5 presents a validation of the mathematical model using an ex-vivo colonoscopy test-bed
developed with this reaearch. A description of the built test-bed is given as well.

Chapter 6 gives the conclusion drawn from the results obtained, summarizes the contribution of
the thesis, and outlines the future research work.
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CHAPTER 2
ANALYSIS OF THE CAUSES OF COLONOSCOPE LOOPING AND EXISTING DEVICES
AIMED AT OVERCOMING LOOP FORMATION

2.1 Introduction

This chapter provides an analysis of the causes of loop formation and evaluates the existing
devices and solutions that attempt to overcome the looping problem in colonoscopy. Section 2.2
analyzes loop formation from a mechanical point of view. In Section 2.3, a framework of criteria
for evaluating the existing devices and solutions that attempt to overcome the looping problem is
established, which is based on Axiomatic Design Theory (ADT). Clinical feedback for the
existing devices of colonoscopy technology is also consulted to examine its correlation with the
engineering analysis. Section 2.4 presents a conclusion.

2.2 Mechanical Analysis of the Causes of Loop Formation in Colonoscopy

Loop formation generally begins when the colonoscope enters the sigmoid colon. At that point,
an experienced physician often can straighten the scope, allowing it to then pass into the adjacent
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descending colon. However, looping of the scope then again can occur once the tip of the scope
reaches the sharp turn in the colon at the splenic flexure (note: the portion of the colon in the left
upper quadrant close to the spleen; see Figure 1.1). Later, the tip of the scope reaches the other
sharp turn, this one at the hepatic flexure, where the scope may form itself into a loop again. In
the following sections, the causes of loop formation are explored from the point of view of the
self-locking mechanism and Kirchhoff’s rod stability theory.

2.2.1 Self-locking Mechanism

The interaction between the colon and the colonoscope is highly complex due to frictional
contact between two deformable objects. Each contact point of the colonoscope with the colon
has a friction state, either a static friction state or a dynamic friction state; therefore, when the
colonoscope and the colon come into contact, there are generally two states in the tangential
contact: stick state and slip state. The slip state occurs if the tangential force is greater than the
limit of the static friction force, with the latter defined as the multiplication of the static frictional
coefficient by the normal force. During the slip state, a relative slip between the colonoscope and
the colon along the tangential direction occurs. Friction force is determined by multiplication of
the dynamic frictional coefficient by the normal force applied on the contact [26]. For the stick
state, the relative displacement of the contact points of two bodies is equal to zero (i.e., the ends
of both contact points of the colonoscope and colon move together). Therefore, the stick state
occurs at the distal end of the scope when loop formation occurs in the sigmoid colon.
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Figure 2.1 Analysis of the contact force by static frictional and dynamic frictional between the
colonoscope and colon

Suppose that there is contact point frame S  [ na , t a , sa ] where na is a normal direction; f n is a
normal force; ta and sa are two component directions of the tangential direction of the
colonoscope at the contact point and they are perpendicular to each other, and f t , f s
respectively is forces along these component directions (see Figure 2.1).
The state of frictional force can be determined with Eq. (2.1) [26].
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where (a) indicates the occurrence of a sticking friction and (b) indicates the occurrence of a slip
friction.
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 tan  , where  is called the driving force angle.
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Based on the definition of friction angle  :
(2.2)

  arctan  s
where  s is static frictional coefficient;  is friction angle.

(2.3)

tan    s

This leads to

tan   tan 

tan   tan 

(a )
(b)

(2.4)

where (a) indicates a sticking state and (b) indicates a slip state.
Based on Eq. (2.4), the colonoscope remains stationary and does not move forward when    .
This phenomenon is called “self-locking.” At this point, the loop becomes stretched if the
physician continues to push the colonoscope. As for actual movements of the colonoscope, there
are two variables: driving force F p and driving force angle  (which is related to the curvature
parameter  with respect to the loop). During the state of self-locking, the colon tissue is
distended by a significant contact force as a result of the increasing unwanted driving force.
Finally, perforation of the colon may happen. Based on this analysis, if the driving force angle is
greater than the friction force angle, loop formation could be avoided.
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2.2.2 Kirchhoff’s Rod Stability

The colon-scope system can be viewed as an elastic slender rod model. An elastic structure in
which structural stability decreases with the increase of the load (load is the pushing force
applied by the physician) ultimately becomes unstable. When the load applied exceeds its critical
load on the rod, the colonoscope reaches an unstable state and naturally seeks another stable
equilibrium state. The movement of the colonoscope to a new stable equilibrium state will
involve an extremely large deformation when the scope relied on the colon and mesentery to
increase its flexural rigidity. Ultimately, all axial forces applied to the external portion of the
instrument contribute to loop formation. According to the foregoing analysis, structural
instability accounts for the loop. Thus, the critical load is an important parameter for predicting
structural stability. Critical load Fcr can be adapted from the rod model with the Kirchhoff’s rod
equilibrium equation, below [27].

Fcr 

4 2 EI cos3 
L2 (1  3cos 2  )

(2.5)

where

L : length of the rod;

 : spiral angle; and

EI : flexural rigidity of the rod.
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The critical load can be increased by increasing the EI as shown in Eq. (2.5). The solution called
“over-tube” (a tube through which the colonoscope is inserted and that serves to increase flexural
rigidity of the colonoscope in the sigmoid colon) followed this thinking about loop formation.
However, use of the over-tube has largely been abandoned because of the significant patient
discomfort and huge risk of perforation reported [24]. Development of the variable stiffness
colonoscope (VSC) followed the same thinking. The VSC has built-in variable stiffeners,
however, the simple mechanism is not able to avoid the looping but brings an increased risk of
perforation of the colon. A detailed engineering analysis of failure with these two devices will be
given in the next section.

2.3 Evaluation of the Existing Devices and Solutions

2.3.1 Framework of Evaluation Criteria

This section will evaluate the existing devices and solutions for overcoming looping problem in
colonoscopy. At first, a framework of criteria is established, which is based on engineering
design theory.

In [28], Suh described design as an interplay between “what we want to achieve” and “how to
achieve.” The descriptor of “what we want to achieve” leads to form functional requirements
(FRs) and constraint requriments (CRs). The CRs provide the conditions or contexts where the
FRs are fulfilled. The descriptor of “how to achieve” is defined as the design parameters (DPs).
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The design process is always to discover DPs to fulfill FRs under CRs. Details of the concepts of
FR and CR can be found in the Ref. [28].

Evaluation of the existing devices and solutions to avoid the loop formation problem originates
in the frameworks of the designs. The causes of the loop are considered to be FRs along with
CRs, and the existing solutions are considered to be DPs. In light of the foregoing idea,
axiomatic design theory (ADT) [29-33] was chosen for the evaluation owing to its “check point”
role. The so-called check point role means that given DPs and FRs, the ADT evaluates the DPs.
The ADT has two axioms: Axiom 1 and Axiom 2. They are stated as:


Axiom 1: The Independence Axiom — Maintain the independence of the functional
requirements (FRs)



Axiom 2: The Information Axiom — Minimize the information content of the design

Axiom 1 governs the validity of a design, while Axiom 2 governs the “best” design or “optional”
design. Let us first define the FRs and CRs representing the causes of loop formation. In Section
2.2, the analysis of loop formation showed that when the driving force angle is greater than the
friction angle, loop formation can be avoided or prevented. The FR is defined as follows:


FR: avoiding the stick-friction state of the distal end of the scope

It is noted that the definition of the FR (there is only one FR in this case) implies that the author
believes that self-locking is the most basic cause for a loop to occur and that structural instability
is dependent on the self-locking phenomenon. This is supported by calculation that the critical
load for the structural instability is approximately equal to 1.82 N, nearly twice the critical load
for the self-locking (see Appendix A and Appendix B). This further implies that on the occasion
where structural instability may occur, there must be some geometric obstruction to the scope
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from the colon — a sign of occurrence of self-locking. That is to say, the structural instability
follows the self-locking phenomenon.

Constraints (CRs) are the bounds on acceptable solutions, i.e., operation time cost (CR1), biopsy
function (CR2), and safe examination environment (CR3) in colonoscopy. CRs are defined as:


CR1: operation time cost



CR2: biopsy function



CR3: safe examination environment

In the ADT, the DPs are solutions in the physical domain that characterizes the design that
satisfies the FRs. In the application of the ADT to the evaluation problem here, the DPs represent
various exising solutions intended to overcome the looping and they should either pull the scope
rather than push force (DP1) or make the driving force angle greater than the friction force angle
when the scope is pushing forward (DP2). In this study, the existing solutions were evaluated
based on the first axiom only, as the attention was focused on revealing the the full effectiveness
of the existing solutions.

2.3.2 Evaluation

This evaluation considers the following existing devices and solutions: the variable stiffness
colonscope and the over-tube scope, the self-propelled endoscope, virtual colonoscopy, the AerO-Scope, the NeoGuide systems, imaging-guided colonosocpy. Some comments have been made
regarding these solutions but without inclusion of any rigorous engineering analysis. The
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methodology in the following consists of two steps: defining DPs for each existing solution and
examining the design of the DPs fulfilling the FRs under the CRs.

2.3.2.1 Variable Stiffness Colonoscope

2.3.2.1.1 Evaluation of Design

The variable stiffness colonoscope (VSC) was developed by the OlympusTM Corporation. The
VSC has a built-in variable stiffener that can stiffen the insertion tube. The entire insertion tube
with the exception of the bending section can be made floppier or stiffer by using the variable
stiffness adjustment knob located at the hand control unit [34].

The principle behind the VSC is to vary the flexural stiffness of the scope in order to improve
structural stability according to Eq. (2.5). DP is defined as:



DP: stiffness change of the scope

Based on Eq. (2.6) (details of the derivation of this equation are found in Appendix C), a scope
with a high flexural rigidity induce a high frictional force to the colon tissue, so then the scope
fails to bend around the corner of the colon tissue and subsequently damages the colon tissue (socalled perforation of the colon).

Ff 

 EI 12   2
(
)
r2
2

(2.6)
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where

 : dynamic frictional coefficient;
EI : flexural rigidity of the scope;

r : radius of the scope curvature; and
 : function of the arc-length l of the scope.

The overall function requirement (FR) mentioned previously is further deconstructed into two
functional requirements: FR1 is avoiding loop formation; FR2 is avoiding perforation of the
colon. DP is the change of the stiffness of the colonoscope and [A] is the design matrix. The
design matrix of the variable stiffness of the scope is described as follows:

 FR1   A12
 FR    A
 2   21

  DP1 
A22   DP2 

(2.7)

where [A21] represents the effect of stiffness change on the perforation of the colon.

This design matrix indicates a decoupled design. Based on the ADT, an ideal design is an
uncoupled design matrix, and each FR is controlled by only one DP and vice versa. Therefore,
the design for the VSC has not met Axiom 1 of the ADT. For this reason, the DPs of the VSC do
not met the criteria for devices to overcome loop formation.

2.3.2.1.2 Clinical Feedback

In clinic, the VSC has not been shown to be more useful or better than the conventional
colonoscope, according to reports from the clinical experince [36-49]. Also, there are some
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conflicting reports regarding its ability to facilitate cecal intubation and its increased risk of
perforation of the colon [36, 37].

Shah et al. [48] performed a randomized controlled trial (RCT) to evaluate the effect of the VSC,
and found that the operation time was shortened. This result indicated that the use of the VSC in
clinical practice is more useful than use of the standard adult colonoscopy (SAC). However,
there was one case of perforation of the sigmoid colon reported from the use of a pediatric VSC
[49].

Xie et al. [38] conducted the systematic review of the use of the VSC compared with the SAC.
Based on their studies, in practice, the VSC seems to offer only a small advantage over the SAC.

2.3.2.2 Over-tube Colonoscope

The use of an over-tube was thought to be effective in decreasing or eliminating the looping, in
the very early years of colonoscopy, however, this device has not lived up to its expectations
becasue significant pain and an increased risk of perforation, so this approach has been
abandoned [50].

Recently, USGITM Medical Inc. introduced the Shape-Locking Guide (SG-1) (Figure 2.2) in an
effort to revisit and improve the over-tube concept. The latter over-tube can be converted from a
flexible to a rigid configuration on demand. Once the SG-1 reaches a desired position in the
colon, and then the squeeze handle is activated, leading to stiffening of the over-tube in the
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desired position. As a result, this device prevents the lateral transmission of force and
discourages looping in the sigmoid colon in colonoscopy [51].

2.3.2.2.1 Evaluation of Design

In principle, the over-tube scope is similar to the VSC. The increased local flexural stiffness EI
of the scope in the sigmoid colon can improve structural stability of the scope in the sigmoid
colon.

In the use of over-tube colonoscopy, the over-tube slides over the colonoscope and the
colonoscope slides through the over-tube, thus, the frictional force between the over-tube and the
colonoscope is not negligible; this friction is much more than that between the over-tube and the
colon tissue because the colon has slippery mucous layer. Technically, more force could be
implemented by the physician to overcome additional friction force while the over-tube device is
used in colonoscopy; however, this brings a risk of perforation of the colon. Using the same
evaluation as that applied to the VSC, the design for the over-tube colonoscope does not meet
Axiom 1 of the ADT. For this reason, the DPs of the over-tube colonoscope do not meet the
criteria for devices that effectively overcome loop formation.
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Figure 2.2 Shape-locking guide [51]*
(* Permission to use this figure is given in Appendix J)

2.3.2.2.2 Clinical Feedback

In clinic, loop formation in the transverse colon and in the first intubation in the sigmoid colon
are not found to be avoidable by using this device. Additionally, the increased diameter (outer
diameter is 21 mm) of the SG-1 may result in more discomfort for patients during colonoscopy
[24].
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2.3.2.3 Self-propelled Endoscope

2.3.2.3.1 Brief Review of Self-propelled Endoscope

With the development of microelectromechanical and microelectronic technologies, there have
been significant advances in the field of medical devices including endoscopy. For example,
capsule endoscopy, the patient swallows the capsule and it is self-driven through gastrointestinal
natural peristalsis, enables a non-invasive diagnosis of the gastrointestinal tract [53, 54].

The capsule has a tinny camera, a light source, a transmitter, and a battery. During the
examination, the camera takes photographs twice per second as the capsule passes through the
digestive tract. The photographs are sent wirelessly to a small computer that is worn on the
patient’s belt, and photographs are then downloaded to a computer workstation for the
physican’s review [55, 56].

Given ImagingTM Ltd. released the Model-M2A capsular endoscope with a length of 26 mm and
diameter of 11 mm in 2001 [57, 58]. The Endo Capsule that was released by an OlympusTM
Corp. in 2005 is the the same size as the Model-M2A [59], as shown in Figure 2.3. Although the
capsular endoscope has become popular among physicians, it presents three drawbacks. The first
problem is its limited battery power, only providing 25 mW for 6–8 h [60]. The second problem
is the impossibility of performing non-invasive biopsies. The third problem is that it does not
allow a physician to take close images of particular interest [61]. Based on the latter bottleneck,
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recently, researchers have presented capsular endoscopes that are based on several different
locomotive principles. Following, a brief review of current state-of-the-art technology and
systems for autonomous endoscopes is presented.

Figure 2.3 Endo Capsule
(http://www.olympusamerica.com/presspass/press_pass_cut/opp_enteroPro.asp)

(i) SMA Actuator

Ikuta et al. [62] used shape memory alloy (SMA) actuators to develop an automated endoscope.
The experimental studies revealed that the SMA-actuated endoscope produced a snake-like
motion, and therefore was able to move in the slippery colon.

Kim et al. developed a SMA-actuated locomotion mechanism for capsular endoscope [63]. This
prototype, when was tested in vitro, was able to move in the gastrointestinal tract with a speed of
9.19 mm/min. However, this device required great power consumption.
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Hosokawa et al. [64] devised a SMA-actuated capsular endoscope equipped with a propulsion
system that simulates the locomotive mechanism of snails. The robot, which consisted of two
SMA springs, was able to contract and elongate in response to an electric current, and stick to
surfaces via a suction mechanism [65-66].

However, the response of the SMA actuator is very slow; thus, the SMA-actuated capsular
endoscope cannot produce strokes quickly enough to produce movement.

(ii) Pneumatic Actuator

Dario et al. [67], Goh and Krishnan [68], and Phee et al. [69] developed several generations of
inchworm-like capsular endoscopes based on the pneumatic actuators. The robots consisted of
two types of pneumatic actuators: clamper and extensor. These devices were clamped onto
terrain by using the clamper, and moved by the extensor. The experimentation with these devices
in vitro has proven their ability to move in the colon without loop formation [70].

Kim et al. [71] presented a robotic colonoscope based on the pneumatic actuator. The robot was
able to expand and retract to simulate inchworm-like locomotion. This device consisted of a
camera, a light source, a water injection channel, and biopsy tools. Chen et al. [72] also
presented a pneumatic-driven flexible robotic manipulator called ColobBot for use in
colonoscopy.

However, these pneumatic-actuated robots exhibit bulky volume and have air pipes. These two
factors can be obstacles for smooth movement in the colon.
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(iii) Motor Mechanism

Goh et al. [73] developed several generations of robotic endoscopes based on the motor
mechanism, such as the Mark VI, Mark VII, and Mark VIII model. These models were driven by
two micromotors, and were able to move slowly across the slippery colonic specimens.

Kim et al. [74] devised two self-propelled robots by using micromotors, namely stretchable-body
robot and spiral-body robot. These micromotor-actuated robots can generate sufficient
propulsion and strokes as required.

Sukho et al. [75, 76] developed a paddling locomotive mechanism for the robot. The locomotive
mechanism simulates the mechanical action of paddling a canoe to produce movement.

Stefanini et al. [77] presented a legged microrobot in 2006. Quirini et al. [78] also developed a
novel legged locomotion mechanism for a miniaturized robot, in which the legged locomotion
mechanism was used (a volume about 4-5 cm3) (see Figure 2.4). A DC brushless motor was used
to actuate the legs of the robot. The robot was equipped with four super-elastic legs to produce a
speed ranging between 10 and 40 mm/min.
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Figure 2.4 Capsule endoscope prototype (a) with closed legs and with open legs; (b) worm gear;
(c) internal capsule body with motor shaft; (d) all components of the capsule [77]*
(* Permission to use this figure is given in Appendix J)

Valadstri et al. [79] devised a robotic-legged locomotion with 12 legs. This design represents a
milestone in a pill-sized robot. A series of in vivo experiments demonstrated its ability to travel
the entire colon in a short period of time.
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Wang et al. [80] developed a wireless robotic endoscope using a micro-DC motor. This device
consisted mainly of a locomotion system, a wireless power supply subsystem, and a
communication subsystem. Although the endoscope performed with excellent dexterity, it cannot
be applied for in vivo colonoscopy due to its short-range wireless power transmission.

(iv) Magnetic Field Control

At Tohoku University, Yamazaki et al. developed a capsular device with an inside permanent
magnet and spiral structure [81]. An external rotational magnetic field was used to propel the
capsule. In vivo and in vitro experiments demonstrated that the magnetic guidance system for the
capsular endoscope was feasible. However, there is a safety concern assosciated with the use of
the magnetic field radiation [82, 83].

Mosse et al. [84] developed an electrical simulation approach to propel a capsular endoscope.
Five prototypes were tested in the small intestine, and moved reliably at a maximum speed of 4.5
mm/s.

Carpi et al. [85] exploited a magnetic shell to be applied the traditional capsular endoscope. The
magnetic shell can interact with an external magnetic field, thus, this approach is able to control
the movement of capsular endoscope and its orientation in the human body.
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Ciuti et al. [86] proposed an active magnetic locomotive system to a capsular endoscope based
on a human-machine interface and a 6 DOFs robotic arm for very previse guidance of the
endoscope in the gastrointestinal tract.

(v) Hybrid System

Lee et al. [87] proposed a novel hybrid system for capsular endoscopes. The capsule’s rotation
and motion were controlled by magnetic forces. The capsular body had a screw propeller with
five different flexible threads (see Figure 2.5). This design enhanced the capsule’s advance in the
curved gastrointestinal tract. Simi et al. [88] also proposed a hybrid locomotion system for an
active endoscope in the gastrointestinal tract (see Figure 2.6).

Figure 2.5 Five prototypes with different shapes of threads and screw [87]*
(* Permission to use this figure is given in Appendix J)
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Figure 2.6 First hybrid locomotion capsule prototype [88]*
(* Permission to use this figure is given in Appendix J)
2.3.2.3.2 Evaluation of Locomotion Efficiency

A self-propelled endoscope could avoid the loop problem by employing pulling force instead of
pushing force. A variety of microrobotic endoscopes based on different actuating mechanisms
have been reviewed such as the SMA actuator, the pneumatic actuator, and the micromotor
actuator, and so on. Table 2.1 shows the current state-of-the-art locomotive endoscopes. There
are significant differences with regard to locomotion speed, driving force, and power
consumption among the different locomotive principles.
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For the self-propelled endoscope, there is a critical issue needing to be resolved, i.e., locomotion
efficiency. The self-propelled endoscope needs to generate frictional force in order to clamp onto
the colon tissue, then driving itself to advance. However, the colon is stretched when the
endoscopye has a forward movement. When d is the theoretical stroke of the device during a
time step and l is the elongation of the colon tissue, the effective stroke = d - l .

For the most efficient robotic endoscope (see Table 2.1), locomotion efficiency of the robotic
endoscopy was estimated with Eq. (2.8) (details of the derivation of this equation are found in
Appendix D):
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(2.8)

The efficiency ratio was approximately 53%. For the most effective self-propelled endoscope, its
speed is still much slower than that of manual insertion.

2.3.2.3.3 Evaluation of Design

The self-propelled endoscope’s locomotion does not rely on external pushing and has no “selflocking” phenomenon that occurs during the examination. DP is defined as:



DP: self-propelled mechanism
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This design has met the functional requirements of the ADT. However, a further evaluatation of
the self-propelled endoscopes against the CRs of the colonoscopy system shows that the DPs of
the the self-propelled endoscopes fail to meet two of the CRs of the colonoscopy system, namely:



CR1: operation time cost



CR2: biopsy function
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Table 2.1 Locomotive principles for self-propelled endoscopes [89]
Approaches

Locomotion Driving
speed (mm/s) force (N)

Locomotion
principle

Control approach

Electrical
simulation

4.5-6

0.3-0.6

Electrophysiology

Cable

SMA

0.1-0.3

1.4

Shape memory
alloy effect

Cable

Magnetic
control

5-10

1.5-3.0

Rotating
magnetic field

Wireless

Legged
locomotion

0.2-0.5

1.0-2.0

Biomimetics

Cable

Magnetic
shell
navigation

1-10

0.1-5

Static magnetic
field propulsion

Wireless

Hybrid system

2-15

2-6

External magnetic
and internal
actuation

Wireless/Cable
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2.3.2.4 Evaluation of Virtual Colonoscopy

Currently, computer tomography (CT) can be used for the colon screening. However, this
technique has some drawbacks with regard to the diagnosing of colorectal diseases. First, CT is
not able to detect polyps smaller than 10 mm. Second, any colour variations of mucosa may not
be detected, so many abnormalities are missed. Third, this method is impossible to take any
biopsies or remove polyps [90].

Further evaluation of virtual colonoscopy against the CRs of the colonoscopy system shows that
the DPs of the virtual colonoscopy fail to meet two of the CRs of the colonoscopy system,
namely:


CR2: biopsy function.



CR3: safe examination environment.

2.3.2.5 Evaluation of the Aer-O-Scope

GI View Ltd. [91-93] developed the Aer-O-Scope commercially available that was based on a
self-propelled principle only for diagnosis of the colon. The Aeo-O-Scope consists of mainly a
workstation and a disposable unit comprising of a rectal introducer, a supply cable, and a scope
(see Figure 2.7). The propulsion mechanism has two balloons. One balloon is kept fixed in the
rectum; the other balloon is mobile. The CO2 gas pressure between the two inflated balloons
drives the scope.
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Figure 2.7 Aer-O-Scope disposable component [92]*
(* Permission to use this figure is given in Appendix J)

A pulling mechanism rather than pushing force propels the Aer-O-Scope. For the Aer-O-Scope,
the DP is defined as:



DPs: pulling mechanism

This design has met the functional requirements of the ADT. However, further evaluation of
Aer-O-Scope against the CRs of the colonoscopy system reveals that the DPs of the Aer-OScope fail to meet one of the CRs of the colonoscopy system, namely:



CR2: biopsy function

In clinic, the Aer-O-Scope can be used only for visual diagnostic purposes.
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2.3.2.6 Evaluation of the NeoGuide Endoscopy System

The NeoGuide Endoscopy System (NES) was developed by NeoGuide Systems Inc. [94]. This
system has many common features with conventional scope. The entire insertion tube of the NES
consisted of 25 segments that are controlled by the computer based on a “follow-the-leader”
principle (see Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9) [95, 96].

Figure 2.8 Console of the NES [95]*
(* Permission to use this figure is given in Appendix J)
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Figure 2.9 Insertion tube of the NES with multiple segments [95]*
(* Permission to use this figure is given in Appendix J)

The computer controls position of each segment. In this case, the shape of the scope in the colon
cannot be changed randomly, i.e., the scope cannot be bent randomly due to external pushing
force. Thus, the scope has no significant contact force acting on the colon tissue, so perforation
of the colon may not occur.

For the NES, the DP is defined as:



DP: the insertion tube following the trajectory of the tip of the scope

This design does not meet the functional requirements of the ADT. Further evaluation of the
NES against the CRs of the colonoscopy system reveals that the DPs of the NES have met all
three CRs of the colonoscopy system.
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In clinic, Eickhoff et al. [96] performed the first human clinical trial with NES. The results of
this study seem to be promising. However, some cases reported that the NES caused severe pain
because of extra pushing force applied compared to the conventional colonoscope. Also, several
cases reported occurrence of extensive non-typical loops [24].

2.3.2.7 Evaluation of Imaging-guided Colonoscopy

Imaging-guided colonoscopy provides real-time 3D views of the insertion tube configuration
during the procedure. These techniques were achieved by using fluoroscopic guidance and
magnetic endoscopic imaging (MEI) in Refs. [97-99]. Recently, Olympus Corp. designed a
ScopeGuide that uses magnetic fields to provide a real-time 3D configuration of the colonoscope
in colonoscopy. However, the radiation exposure is required during imaging-guided
colonoscopy.

This design does not meet the functional requirements of the ADT; that is to say, this technique
cannot prevent loop formation in colonoscopy.

Further evaluation of image-guided scope against the CRs of the colonoscopy system shows that
the DPs of the image-guided scope fail to meet one of the CRs of the colonoscopy system,
namely:


CR3: safe examination environment
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2.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, a mechanical analysis of loop formation in colonoscopy was presented. Loop
formation is a result of the self-locking phenomenon when driving force angle is less than
frictional force angle. During the state of self-locking, a significant contact force distends the
colon tissue, and finally perforation of the colon may occur during loop formation. Based on this
analysis, a framework of criteria was established by instrumentally employing a design theory
called the ADT.

The existing systems, including the VSC, the over-tube colonoscope, virtual colonoscopy, the
self-propelled endoscope, virtual Colonoscopy, the Aer-O-Scope, the NES, and imaging-guided
colonoscopy were evaluated. The results of the evaluation are summarized as shown in Table
2.2.
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Table 2.2 Summary of evaluation results of the existing device and solutions

Existing Devices and Solutions

Functional
Requirements
(FRs)

Constraints
Requirements (CRs)
CR1

CR2

CR3

VSC

×

√

√

√

Over-tube colonoscope

×

√

√

√

Self-propelled endoscope

√

×

×

√

Virtual colonoscopy

√

√

×

×

Aer-O-Scope

√

√

×

√

NES

×

√

√

√

Imaging-guided colonoscopy

×

√

√

×

Clinical feedback for the existing devices was also reviewed to see whether the engineering
analysis and clinical feedback agreed. The clinical feedback is summarized as follows:
(1)

With the VSC, there are some conflicting reports about its ability to facilitate cecal
intubation. This method is seen as a dangerous intrusion of the human colon because risk
of perforation is high. The over-tube colonoscope prevents looping in the sigmoid colon
but loop formation in the transverse colon may occur.

(2)

The limitation of the Aer-O-Scope is such that they can be used only for visual diagnostic
purposes because it does not have the function of removing premalignancies and polyps.

(3)

For the self-propelled endoscope, it does not allow for therapeutic procedures to be carried
out due to its special locomotion system. Furthermore, for the most effective self-propelled
endoscope, its movement is 10 times slower than other manual insertion in the colon.

(4)

The virtual colonoscopy can detect only large polyps and altogether misses diseases with
colour variation symptoms.
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(5)

The NES is effective in preventing loop formation by comparison to the conventional
colonoscope, but it may cause pain to patients and extensive non-typical loops during the
colonoscopy.

(6)

Imaging-guided colonoscopy offers a 3D configuration of looping in real-time. This
approach provides physicians with visible information of the loop in the human body;
however, this procedure requires an unsafe magnetic field.

In conclusion, both the engineering analysis and clinical feedback agree that the Aer-O-Scope is
the best device for purposes of overcoming the looping problem. However, overall effectiveness
of the Aer-O-Scope is restricted by its incapability to do biopsy. The root cause for inadequacy
of all the currently existing devices in terms of overcoming the looping problem in colonoscopy
is that they have failed to recognize the self-locking mechanism that is responsible for looping.
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CHAPTER 3
APPROACHES TO MODELING DEFORMABLE OBJECTS:
LITERATURE REVIEW

3.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a literature review on modeling of deformable objects, in particular for
cable-like objects. Section 3.2 introduces some approaches to modeling long and slender objects,
including dynamic splines, mass-spring models (MSM), the Kirchhoff’s rod theory, the Cosserat
rod theory, rigid bars with joints, and finite beam element model (FBEM), and discusses their
advantages and disadvantages with respect to the requirements for modeling. Section 3.3 gives a
summary of these methods and discusses the choice of the FBEM as the most suitable tool for
the modeling problem proposed as Objective 2 of the thesis (Chapter 1, Section 1.2).

3.2 Approaches to Modeling Deformable Objects

Over the past two decades, to facilitate minimally invasive interventional techniques, there has
been rapid development and manufacture of intruments. An example of one such is the
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endoscopic devices, catheter and guide wires and many others [108]. Such long and slender
deformable instrument called “1D” elastic rod that is able to bend and twist in 3D space. It is one
of a group of so-called “1D” objects, all of which share some common features including high
tensile strength and low resistance to bending [109].

Based on elasticity theory, the dynamics of 1D objects can be described by mathematical
formulations. Shabana [110] introduced three classic formulations for modeling of deformable
systems, i.e., floating frame of reference, incremental finite element, and large rotation vector. A
comprehensive review of the three methods can be found in Refs. [110-115].

Over the past several decades, dynamic splines [116-125], the Cosserat theory [148-156], the
mass-spring model (MSM) [126-137], the Kirchhoff’s rod theory [135-147], the rigid bars with
joints [161-169], and the FBEM [170-191] have been applied to dynamic modeling of such 1D
deformable objects. This review will visit all of the aforementioned methods and point out the
limitations of each method with regard to the purpose of this study.

3.2.1 Dynamic Splines

The idea behind the dynamic splines method is that a 1D object can be modeled as a series of
spline sections segmented by a set of control points. These control points are called the degrees
of freedom of the system. The assumption of the dynamic splines method is that the object’s
shape always corresponds to that of the chosen spline model.
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Three geometric splines are commonly utilized in the literature, namely Catmull-Rom (De
Casteljau) (C1), Cubic uniform B-Spline (C2), and NUBS (generic) [120]. The splines can be
represented by (n+1) control points qi , and by (n+1) basis function bi , expressed as
n

P(s, t )   bi (s)qi (t )

(3.1)

i 0

where
P : position function;
t : time; and
s : horizontal ordinate.
Lagrangian formalism is used to represent the motion of the dynamic spline, and allows the
external force and boundary conditions to be applied to the spline (see Ref. [125]). The equation
of motion of dynamic spline is described by

 d T T   t



   Qi i  1...4m
 dt qi qi  qi 

   {0}
where
qi

: the ith generalized coordinate;

qi

: dqi dt (t is the time);

T

: kinetic energy of this system;

  : vector representing constraints of this system;
 : vector including the Lagrange multipliers for each constraint; and
Qi

: sum of all forces acting on the qi .
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(3.2)

All forces acting on qi consist of two contributions, and they are elastic forces that are generated
by the deformation of objects and external forces and torques acting on the system.

In Ref. [116], Terzopoulos et al. presented a deformable model for computer graphics that
included physics-based curves based on the Lagrangian Newton’s equation. In Ref. [117], Qin
and Terzopoulos proposed [117] dynamic non-uniform rational B-splines (DNURBS). They also
combined the splines with physics laws after Terzopoulos’s work.

Nocent and R´emion [118, 119] presented the dynamic material splines (DMSs). They
considered splines control points as DOFs of the underlying continuous object. The continuous
stretching energy was incorporated into the DMS and the Lagrange multipliers are used to
constrain the point position and tangent orientation of the DMS.

Based on the Nocent and R´emion’s work, Lenoir et al. [120-122] proposed a curvature energy
formulation for the DMS. Alhtough the simulation was not geometrically exact, it did provide a
real-time animation for the objects.

Walsum et al. [123] proposed a snake-based approach to model the catheter model. The model
considered the internal energy, deformation of the catheter, and external energy. The catheter
was defined by a fourth-order B-spline. In order to minimize the energy representation
mentioned above, the control points along the B-spline were “moved” during the process of
optimization.
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Theetten et al. [124] presented a complete model for a deformable 1D object. The stretching,
bending, and twisting energies were formulated as the continuous expression of an object that is
mechanically rigorous and geometrically exact. The proposed model was validated by several
classical test configurations, and good accuracy of this model was found. Thus, the suitability of
their proposed model was proven.

The limitations of dynamic spline methods can be summarized as follows:
(1) Although this method can be employed to model complex contact configurations, it does not
model the torsion of the objects.
(2) The dynamic spline method is a geometrically-based model, so it is difficult to account for
the effects of inertia, damping, etc.

3.2.2 Mass-spring Model

The mass-spring model (MSM) is the simplest and most intuitive one from among all the
deformable models. The object is discretized into a point-mass that has volume in three
dimensions (or surfaces, i.e., 2D) in space as shown in Figure 3.1. These point-masses are
connected to each other with springs that simulate the dynamics [126]. The motion of the pointmass is governed by Newton’s second law, fi  mi xi ; thus, each point-mass of an object can be
expressed by
MX  f ( X , V )

(3.3)

where
X : position of point-mass;

V : velocity of point-mass;
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X : acceleration of point-mass;

M : mass matrix of point-mass; and
F

: internal and external forces acting on point-mass.

Thus, the motion equation of the MSM is governed by ordinary differential equations. Both
internal and external force can be applied to the point-mass, then the motion equation can be
solved simply [132, 133].

Figure 3.1 A mass-spring system [134]*
(* Permission to use this figure is given in Appendix J)

However, a deformable body also may dissipate energy in the process of deformation. In order to
consider this engery, “viscoelastic springs” were used to damp out relative motion [134]; thus, a
viscous force may be applied to each spring between point-masses. It can be expressed by
(3.4)

f i  k d (v j  vi )

where
kd

: spring’s damping constant;

vi v j : velocity for point mass i and point mass j; and
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fi

: viscous force between point mass i and point mass j.

Thus, the MSM method enables the deformable object to model the damping factor.

Application of the MSM for computer graphics can be found in [126-134]. Further, The MSM is
the simplest approximation of elasticity theory, so as a result the MSM is relatively inaccurate.
This reduced accuracy may be acceptable in its application to film and games, but overall the
MSM is not recommended for accurate modeling.

3.2.3 Kirchhoff’s Rod Theory

Kirchhoff proposed a model for three-dimensional elasticity in the early 1900s, then developed a
mathematical formulation that was similar to a then-existing equation that describled motion of a
rigid body. Later, Clebsh modified Kirchhoff’s rod theory by adding the factor of initial
curvature. Love completed Kirchhoff’s rod theory by adding the ordinary approximation theory.
Kirchhoff’s rod theory is built upon elasticity theory; thus it provides accurate representation for
deformable objects. There are several assumptions in Kirchhoff’s rod theory as follows [135]:
(1)

The cross-section of the rod is identical throughout, and the flexural rigidities (EIs) along
the principal axes of the rod should be kept constant.

(2)

The material of the rod is homogenous and isotropic.

(3)

The length of the rod must be large compared to the size of the cross-section.

(4)

Axial and shear deformations both are negligible.

(5)

Distributed force and moments along the rod both are negligible.

(6)

The applied external forces should be conservative.
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There can be many practical problems in the application of Kirchhoff’s rod theory to modeling;
for example, in ocean engineering work on marine cables. Kirchhoff’s rod theory is used to
analyze both loop formation and the stability of the rod, taking into consideration a variety of
loads and boundary conditions. Recently, in biology biomechanics research (involving, for
example, cilia, flagella, DNA, and so on) Kirchhoff’s rod theory was used to investigate the
stability mechanism [136-146].

However, in this study, Kirchhoff’s rod theory is not suitable for modeling the colonoscope since
the contact force from the colon tissue cannot be discarded.

3.2.4 Cosserat Rod Theory

In 1907, Cosserat brothers Eugèn and Franço proposed a new formulation for describing the
continuum mechanics (now called Cosserat theory) as applied to deformable rods and shells. In
their formulation, the stresses and the rotational DOFs of the deformable object were considered
as independent variables, and this work was published in Refs. [148-161]. To the present day,
Cosserat rod theory remains a well-known approach for investigation of nonlinear elasticity for
deformable object. A comprehensive discussion of this subject was given in Antman’s book
[162].

In Cosserat rod theory, the elastic rod is regarded as a long and thin deformable body, its length
larger than the of cross-section area. The rod is defined as the continuous point-mass (also called
the element). When the Lagrange equation of motion is applied to the rod, its large bending and
twisting deformations can be captured.
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Recently, several projects have reported use of Cosserat theory for computer animation [148156], and indicated high-fidelity simulation.

However, Cosserat rod theory shares the assumption with Kirchhoff’s rod theory that distributed
force and moments along the rod are discarded. Thus, this method too is not suitable to model
the colonoscope in this study.

3.2.5 Rigid Bars and Joints

The 1D object can be modeled by a number of bars that are connected by joints. This structure is
called a bar-and-joint system. This system often can be seen in the area of robotic manipulation
[162].

The Newton-Euler formulation as shown in Eq. (3.5) is applied to find the dynamics of the
system [166]:
M ( q ) q  V ( q, q )  G ( q )

(3.5)

where
M ( q) : inertia tensor;
V ( q , q ) : generalized force vector representing coriolis and gravitational forces;
G ( q ) : generalized forces;
q

: acceleration of the link; and

q

: velocity of the link.

When external forces are applied to the system, the position of each link can be found by
integrating Eq. (3.5) [161].
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Körner et al. [163, 164] developed a computer-based training simulator for colonoscopy based
on the bar-and-joint model. They used 20 elements of articulated link for their scope model.
However, the fidelity provided by this simulator was poor.

Konings et al. [165] proposed a model for guide-wire navigation in interventional radiology
simulation based on a model of rigid bars and joints. The model was validated using a 2D planar
phantom. The experimental results indicated good accuracy of the model.

Ikuta et al. [166-169] proposed a virtual endoscopy simulator with force sensation based on a
model of rigid bars and joints. The forward dynamics based on a simplified Newton-Euler
equation were used in their study. The Newton-Euler equation was simplified by discarded
inertia and centrifugal and coriolis forces. However, the endoscope model has shown unrealistic
simulation.

3.2.6 Finite Beam Element Model

Structural analysis is typically used to investigate the behaviours of structures. There are two
methods for structural analysis: analytical methods and numerical methods. The drawback of
analytical methods is that only simple structural configurations can be analyzed. Thus, for
complex structures, only the numerical methods can be used. The finite element method (FEM)
is an effective numerical technique [170].
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The structure is discretized by an appropriate element such as a beam element for a 1D member
of a structure, a plate for a 2D member of a structure, and so on. An equilibrium equation based
on the principle of virtual work with the assumption of a linear relation of the displacement and
applied load is used for linear analysis. Linear analysis includes geometrical linearity (i.e.,
infinitesimal displacement) and linear elastic material (i.e., material linearity) [171]. However,
nonlinear analysis should be used if involving material nonlinearity such as nonlinear stressstrain relation of materials and large displacement for a structure.

The dynamic equilibrium equation of the FEM is expressed by [172]:
MU  CU  KU  F

(3.6)

where
M : mass matrix of element;
C : damping matrix of element;
K : stiffness matrix of element;
U : nodal displacement of element; and

F : loading on element.

Mass matrix M, stiffness matrix K, and damping matrix C of Eq. (3.6) are independent of time.
For a linear system, these matrices are kept fixed in the procedure of integration. However, for a
nonlinear system, these matrices are updated at each time-step.

There are two schemes that are used for the integration of Eq. (3.6): explicit scheme and implicit
scheme. They are expressed by Eq. (3.7) and (3.8), respectively [198]:
U n  1 | ex p  f (U n , U n , Un , U n 1 ,  )

(3.7)
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U n  1 |im p  f (U n , U n  1 , Un  1 ,  )

(3.8)

where t is the time-step and U n is nodal displacement at the time nt .
There are several different numerical methods that are used in the explicit scheme, e.g., the
central difference method, two-cycle interaction with trapezoidal rule, and the fourth-order
Rung-Kutta method. In the implicit scheme, the Houbolt method, the Wilson Theta method, the
Newmark Beta method, and the Park Stiffly stable method are used. The advantage of the
explicit methods is that less computation is required compared to that required by implicit
methods. One application of the explicit methods is the commercial software ANSYSTM, which
offers an accurate and easy-to-use solver for the dynamic equilibrium equation of the FEM.
However, explicit methods can be unstable numerically if the time-step is larger than the critical
value. The advantage of implicit methods is that they offer more stability than do explicit
methods [198].

For modeling of a 1D deformable object, a beam element is commonly used in the FEM. There
are two categories of beam models: the Euler-Bernoulli beam model and the Timoshenko beam
model. There exist two assumptions in the Euler-Bernoulli model: that the transverse shear
deformation is discarded and that the remaining plane of the cross-section of beam element is
normal to the neutral axis of the beam element after its deformation. In the Timoshenko beam
theory, there is only one assumption that the plane sections remain a planar shape and are
perpendicular to the neutral axis [191].

Anderson et al. [194, 195] developed a real-time interactive simulator called daVinci (Visual
Navigation of Catheter Insertion) using the finite 3D beam elements for vascular catheterization
procedures. Their physics-based catheter model consists of a set of connected beam elements that
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can capture bending, twisting, and other deformations. Recently, Cotin et al. [196, 197]
developed a catheter simulator using finite beam elements. The catheter model based on FBEM
provided very high-fidelity simulation for interventional neuroradiology.

3.3 Conclusions

In this chapter, several techniques for modeling deformable bodies were reviewed; their
limitations are summarized in Table 3.1. The dynamic splines method is suitable for modeling of
complex configurations of objects, and it is able to model systems of 3 DOFs. The torsional
behaviour is not captured by this method. The dynamic splines method is a geometrically-based
(non-physically-based) model. This method is commonly applied to computer-based animation
where comparatively less accuracy is required. The MSM is the simplest and most intuitive
model. Discrete point-masses are connected to each other by a network of mass-less springs.
This method has been used to model skin, cloth, and so on for computer animation. The MSM is
the simplest approximation of elasticity theory; the main advantage of the MSM method is its
very fast computational efficiency. The FBEM provides a solid foundation to model 1D
deformable object accurately. This physics-based model can capture bending, twisting and other
deformations of the structure, which was chosen to model the kinetics of the colonoscope in
Chapter 4.
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Table 3.1 Major characteristics of different approaches to modeling deformable object

Characteristics

Dynamic splines

Mass-spring-

Kirchhoff’s rod

Cosserat Rod

Rigid bars

model

theory

theory

with joints

of the models

FBEM

Governing equations

Euler- Lagrange

Newton’s

Newton-Euler /

Euler-

Newton-

Matrix

of motion

equation

second law

Euler-

Lagrange

Euler

structural

Lagrange

equation

equation

analysis

equation
DOFs

3

3

6

6

6

6

Non-linear behaviour

no

no

yes

yes

no

yes

Solution techniques

numerical

numerical

numerical

numerical

numerical

numerical

solution

solution

solution

solution

solution

solution

less accurate

less accurate

accurate

accurate

less accurate

accurate

Model fidelity
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CHAPTER 4
THE MODEL OF THE COLONOSCOPE AND THE COLON

4.1 Introduction

In colonoscopy, the colonoscope is manipulated for intubation into the colon. The colonoscope
has a flexible body which does not have distinct joints and segments, and it can be bent at any
point. During the colonoscopy procedure, the scope moves with respect to the colon subject to
the friction between the scope and colon and external force. Just like any moving object, the
scope has inertia, damping, and stiffness.

During colonoscopy, the colon deforms in a complex way since it is constrained loosely at a
number of points by the attachment called mesenteries or peritoneal fixations. The colon itself is
basically quite flexible and can be considered a soft elastic-viscous tube. The colon can be
lengthened when it is stretched by the colonoscope. In a normal situation, the colon is
constrained by the mesenteries to remain in position within the abdominal cavity. However,
despite constraint by mesenteries, the colon will move when it interacts with the scope. The
dynamic behaviour of the colon is not significant compared to that of the scope, so in this study
the inertia and damping of the colon can be disregarded.
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In this chapter, the mathematical models for the scope and the colon will be developed. The
model development also includes the parameter determination by the experiments. In particular,
in Section 4.2, the model for the scope is presented, and in Section 4.3, the model of the colon is
presented. The model for the scope-colon system that describes their interaction is presented in
Section 4.4.

4.2 The Model for the Colonoscope

4.2.1 Equilibrium Equation for the Colonoscope

In order to model the kinetics of the colonoscope, an accurate representation of the scope is
required. As discussed previously in Chapter 3, several techniques are available for modeling a
cable-like object. Finite element method (FEM) was chosen as a tool for the modeling owing to
the complex shape of the scope in the colon. In particular, the Timoshenko beam element was
chosen because the beam model can capture the deformations of the scope including bending,
twisting, and tensional compression. The scope is modeled as a set of beam elements. Each beam
element has 6 DOFs in translation and 6 DOFs in rotation in space. The force-motion of the
scope can be represented by Eq. (4.1) below. During each time step, by using the updated
position instead of the original position of each beam element, a nonlinear finite beam element
model for the scope is implemented to obtain the new position of the scope.

[M (U )]U  [C (U )]U   [ K (U )]U    F 
where
[K] : stiffness matrix of the scope;
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(4.1)

[M] : mass matrix of the scope;
[C]

: damping matrix of the scope;

F

: external force Fe and contact force Fc . The external force, i.e., force from the
physician who manipulates the colonoscope, is also represented in the form of
nodal force;

[U] : a column matrix of displacements corresponding to force vector  F  , and the force
vector

F

is applied at the nodal ends of each beam element, and the

displacement of each beam element is then computed.

(i) Stiffness Matrix of the Scope

Stiffness matrix of the scope [K] is a form of band matrix due to the serial structure of beam
elements of the scope (a node is shared by two elements except for the end node). The stiffness
matrix [ K e ] of the beam element is on the order of 12×12; see Eq. (4.2). Details for the
derivation of the stiffness matrix [ k e ] of the beam element are given in Appendix E.

The coordinate of the beam element described in its local coorindate must be transformed to the
global coordinate system. The transformation matrix [] is expressed by Eq. (4.3) below. This
leads to the relation between [ K e ] in the local coordinate system and  K  in the global frame as
shown in Eq. (4.4) (MATLAB codes of stiffness matrix [K] are given in Appendix F).
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where
E : Young’s modulus;

v : Possion’s ratio;
A : cross-sectional area of the beam and l is the length of the beam;
I y : cross-section moments of inertia along y axis;

I z : cross-section moments of inertia along z axis;

 y : shear deformation parameters, defined as  y 

12 EI z
with Asy the shear area along y
GAsy l 2

axis; and

z : shear deformation parameters, defined as z 
axis.
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where Xk, Yk, Zk indicate the coordinates of node k (k = i, j) in the global coordinate system
[199].
[ K ]  [  ]T [ K e ][  ]

(4.4)

(ii) Mass Matrix of the Scope

The mass matrix [ M e ] of the beam element is on the order of 12 12 , expressed by Eq. (4.5).
Details for the derivation of the mass matrix [ M e ] of the beam element can be found in
Appendix G.
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 (4.5)
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where
Iy : rotatory inertia also called the moments of inertia along y axis;
Iz : rotatory inertia also called the moments of inertia along z axis;
Jx : torsional inertia also called the polar moment of inertia along x axis;
A : cross-sectional area of the beam; and
l

: length of the beam.

With the same transformation matrix [] for the stiffness matrix of the scope, the mass or inertia
matrix of the scope in the global coordinate system can be determined by Eq. (4.6) (MATLAB
codes of the mass matrix [M] are given in Appendix H).
[ M ]  [  ]T [ M e ][  ]

(4.6)

(iii) Damping Matrix of the Scope

The most effective way to represent the damping matrix is through an equivalent Rayleigh
Damping expressed by Eq. (4.7). Rayleigh Damping is a linear combination of the mass and
stiffness matrices.
[C ]   [ M ]   [ K ]

(4.7)

where  ,  are determined by the experiment.

In the following sections, parameters in the model for the scope are determined experimentally
via the OlympusTM colonoscope CF-Q160L colonoscope, including flexural rigidity and
Rayleigh damping coefficient, respectively.
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4.2.2 Experimental Determination of Flexural Rigidity of the Scope

Measurements of the flexural rigidity of the colonoscopes were reported in Refs. [200-208]. The
conclusion was that the flexural rigidity of the colonoscope depends on the individual
colonoscope (different models and their use situations). For example, Nemirovaski [200-202] did
testing on several OlympusTM colonoscopes. Wehrmeyer et al. [204] did experiments on newer
OlympusTM and PentaxTM colonoscopes with and without a stiffener inserted in the biopsy
channel, and they found that the flexural rigidities of these colonoscopes were in the range of
160-240 N·cm2. Dogramadzi et al. [206] presented the effect of temperature on flexural rigidity.
Their results showed an approximate 15% reduction in flexural rigidity at body temperature
(about 37o) over room temperature (about 25o). Hellier et al. [208] also measured both flexural
rigidity and torsional rigidity of colonoscopes at room temperture (about 25o) and body
temperature (about 37o), respectively. They conducted a series of experiments to determine
flexural rigidity and torsional rigidity of the OlympusTM colonoscope CF-140S. They found that
along the length of the colonoscope, flexural rigidity of the OlympusTM colonoscope varied
between 260 and 440 N·cm2 and torsional rigidity varied between 68 and 88 N·cm2/deg.

For the particular colonoscope used in this study, measurement of flexural rigidity is thus
necessary. The following sections will describe that measurement as performed in this study.
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4.2.2.1 Experimental Design

The apparatus for flexural rigidity measurement in this study was the Instron-3366 single column
testing machine. A test-rig with a 120 mm span for a three-point bending test was made (see
Figure 4.1), and it was mounted on the Instron-3366 testing machine as shown in Figure 4.2 (a).
The OlympusTM CF-Q160L colonoscope was put in place and supported by the rig as shown in
Figure 4.2 (b). The colonoscope was supported by two rollers which had a span of 120 mm
between them, and a load P was applied at the mid-point to produce a displacement  . Flexural
rigidity EI was calculated by [208]

EI 

PL3
48

(4.8)

where L is the span of the rig.
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Figure 4.1 Test rig with 120 mm span

Figure 4.2 Three-point bending testing for the CF-Q160L colonoscope
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4.2.2.2 Methods

Several factors should be noted with regard to the installation of the tester and colonoscope as
follows:
(1) The Instron machine was horizontally laid down to ensure that the bending of the scope
occurred in the horizontal plane only;
(2) The maximum displacement  of the loading point at 12 mm (see Figure 4.3) was limited to
prevent a large deflection of the scope.

Figure 4.3 Loading point on the CF-Q160L colonoscope
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In the measurement of flexural rigidity of the scope the environmental temperature was 25 ℃,
and the following procedure was taken:

Step 1: The load was applied at certain positions along the insertion tube of the scope. The
loading points were set along the colonoscope length beginning at the tip of the colonoscope
with 21 cm, 31 cm, 41 cm, . . . 141 cm, and 151 cm (14 in total). Thus there were 14 spots where
loading was imposed on the insertion tube of the scope. Note that the distal end of the scope
(from 0 mm to 20 cm) was not included in the testing because it consists of more fragile
components. Each test was repeated five times.

Step 2: The scope was formed into a loop (note: that the purpose of this testing was to detect if
there is any significant difference of flexural rigidity of the scope when the colonoscope is in a
loop) [208]. An example of the loop is shown in Figure 4.4; the loop is 50 mm in circumference.

Step 3: The effect of the tip angulation on flexural rigidity of the colonoscope was determined.
This was done by placing the scope on the rig in a straight configuration and then manipulating
the control unit to achieve full deflection of the tip [208].
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Figure 4.4 Flexural rigidity testing of colonoscope with a loop configuration

4.2.2.2 Results

Figure 4.5 shows the load-deflection relation with the loading point at 51 cm away from the tip
of the scope. From this figure, a good linearity (with R2= 99.3%) can be seen. From the
information presented in Figure 4.5, flexural rigidity can be obtained. Figure 4.6 shows the
measured rigidity of the scope corresponding to the loading points with a confidence level of
95%. From this figure it can be seen that the EI varies along the colonoscope length, which
suggests that there is a locational effect on flexural rigidity. The distal section has a lower EI
than do the proximal sections of the colonoscope. Overall, the flexural rigidity of the CF-Q160L
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colonoscope is close to that of the one measured by Hellier et al. [208]. Torsional rigidity of the
CF-Q160L colonoscope was not further measured and the results from Hellier et al. [208] were
employed for this study.

Figure 4.7 shows a comparison of the average EI of the CF-Q160L colonoscope between the
scope with a loop configuration and without a loop configuration. From this figure it can be seen
that the average EI of the scope with a loop configuration is slightly higher than that of the scope
without a loop. Their difference is about 10 N·cm2, which suggests that looping has an effect on
flexural rigidity. The reason for this may be that the internal components (for instance, wires,
optic fiber, and springs) of the colonoscope change to become more tense when the scope
contains a loop.

Figure 4.8 shows a comparison of the average EI of the CF-Q160L colonoscope between the
scope with tip deflection and one without tip deflection. From this figure, it can be seen that
under tip deflection the EI at certain testing points along the colonoscope length is a little higher
than that of the straightened scope (i.e., without tip deflection). The reason for this result may be
that the angulation cables inside the insertion tube of the scope were tensed when the tip was
deflected, while in the straightened scope the auguation wires were not under tension [208].

Overall, the flexural rigidities of the OlympusTM CF-Q160L colonoscope are in the range of 260660 N·cm2. The effects due to location, looping, and tip deflection of the EI of the OlympusTM
CF-Q160L colonoscope were found in this study.
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Figure 4.5 Load-deflection relation with the loading point at 51 cm away from tip of scope
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Figure 4.6 Flexural rigidities with 95% confidence interval bars of the CF-Q160L colonoscope
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Figure 4.7 Comparison of the average EI of the CF-Q160L colonoscope between the scope with
a loop configuration and without a loop configuration
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Figure 4.8 Comparison of average EI of the CF-Q160L colonoscope with tip deflection and
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4.2.3 Experimental Determination of Damping Matrix of the Scope

Experimental determination of the damping matrix is difficult. The most common way to
determine damping matrix is to view it as a linear combination of the mass and stiffness matrices
as shown in Eq. (4.7). The damping model is also known as “Rayleigh damping” or “classical
damping” or “proportional damping” [209]. This classical damping model is applied to all
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viscous damping systems but to non-viscous damped systems; see Ref. [209] for details. In the
literature, Rayleigh damping has been successfully applied to vibration analysis [210-218]. In
short, it is reasonable for this study to make use of the Rayleigh damping. Eq. (4.9) denotes the
relation between the Rayleigh damping coefficients and its natural frequency i and damping
ratio  i in the ith normal mode [199]:
2 i i      i2

(4.9)

Eq. (4.9) leads to

i 

 i

2i
2

(4.10)

For Eq. (4.10), when i is small, the first term

i
2


dominates at the initial stage, then term
2i

starts to dominate the equation and the value of

Figure 4.9).
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Figure 4.9 Variation of damping ratio with natural frequency of the system

Figure 4.9 shows a non-linear damping property with respect to the frequency from the
beginning to point A, and the linear relationship between damping ratio and natural frequency.
Furthermore, considering the fact that the non-linear range is very small, the damping ratio can
be viewed as linearly proportional to the frequency of the system. Based on this analysis, only
the first few modes were considered and the other modal parameters were proportional to the
ones in the low modes. Thus, there was no need to measure  n (when the system is in high
modes). In fact, modal parameter  n in high modes cannot be measured accurately by
experiment [210]. In most cases, the first three modal parameters can be found by vibration
experiments. Chowdhury et al. [210] presented a method for computation of the Rayleigh
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damping coefficients. This method ensures a rational estimate of the Rayleigh damping
coefficients α and β.

Thus, given a set of values 1 ,  2 , . . . n and their corresponding  1 ,  2 , . . .  n for a system, for
the ith mode of the system (1<i<n), the damping ratio  i can be obtained by a linear extrapolation
[210]:

i 

 m  1
(   )   m ( m  i  2.5m)
m  1 i m

(4.11)

where

 1 : damping ratio for the first mode;
1 : natural frequency for the first mode;
 m : damping ratio for the mth mode;
m : natural frequency for the mth mode;
 i : damping ratio for the ith mode; and
i : natural frequency for the ith mode.
From Eq. (4.11),  m ,  2.5m , m , 2.5m are obtained and the Rayleigh damping coefficients α and β
can then be found by

2 mm  2 2.5 m2.5m

 
2
m2  2.5
m

  2    2

m m
m

(4.12)

Chowdhury’s method was widely used in the literature for [211-218]. In practice, the first three
mode parameters of Chowdhury’s method were used to estimate the Raleigh damping
coefficients.
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In this research, Chowdhury’s method was used to find the damping matrix for the scope. With
regard to the scope, a few natural frequencies in high modes can be found using the FE model of
the scope. MATLAB codes for this can be found in Appendix I. The results for the first ten
natural frequencies of the scope are shown in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10 First several natural frequencies of the FBED of the scope

In the following section, the forced vibration experiment to determine the first few damping
ratios is described.
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4.2.3.1 Forced Vibration Experiment

In the testing, there were two assumptions for the modal parameters of the scope. (1) Each
segment along the length of the scope had the same damping property. The reason for this
assumption is that the distal end of the scope has inside components from those in other
segments of the insertion tube of the scope; and (2) External forces, such as pushing force by the
physician, and contact force with the colon, had no effect on the modal parameters of the scope.

4.2.3.1.1 Equipment and Method

There were three main components to the vibration experiment: excitation of the structure,
sensing of the response, and data acquisition. These are explained below.

The colonoscope can be excited in two main ways: (a) using an exciter or shaker, and (b) using
an impulse hammer. The advantage of (a) is the provision of a waveform as the driving signal
given to a structure. This enables prescribing of a particular frequency-band. In addition, the
steady-state sinusoidal driving is suitable for measurement of the frequency response at different
frequencies directly. In this experiment, an exciter was chosen.

The response sensor in this case is an accelerometer. In this experiment, Brüel & KjærTM 4371
was used. Signals from the shaker and from the accelerometers were amplified using a charge
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amplifier, namely the Amplidfer Brüel & KjærTM 2635. The Brüel & KjærTM dynamic signal
analyzer PHOTON+ was used for data processing.

The colonoscope was clamped at 20 cm away from the distal end during the forced vibration
testing. The experiment setup of the colonoscope’s vibration testing is shown in Figure 4.11.

Figure 4.11 Forced vibration experiment of the CF-Q160L colonoscope
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4.2.3.1.2 Results

In this section, the results obtained from the forced vibration testing of the colonoscope are
described. Figure 4.12 shows the results of frequency versus vibration transmissibility of the CFQ160L colonoscope obtained from the forced vibration testing. The vibration transmissibility is a
non-dimension ratio of the response acceleration amplitude of scope in steady-state forced
vibration to excitation acceleration amplitude. The vibration transmissibility Tr of a system can
be described by [217]
Tr 

1  (2 ) 2
(1   2 ) 2  (2 ) 2

(4.13)

where
 : frequency ratio;
Tr : vibration transmissibility; and

 : damping ratio.
When   1 (i.e., the system is in a resonance state), the damping ratio  can be found by



1
1
2
2 Tr  1

(4.14)
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Figure 4.12 Relation between amplitude ratio and frequency for the CF-Q160L colonoscope

Table 4.1 Relation between natural frequency and damping ratio for the first few modes of the
CF-Q160L colonoscope
Resonance frequency (Hz)

Damping ratio

1 (0.1*)

0.209 (0.019)

7 (1.8)

0.085 (0.040)

44 (2.6)

0.384 (0.048)

* The number in parenthesis indicates the standard deviations
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4.2.3.2 Damping Matrix of the Scope

The damping ratios obtained from the above experiment were used to determine the Rayleigh
damping ratios in the damping matrix that is decribed in the following.

Selecting  2  0.085 and  3  0.364 to extrapolate damping ratios for the high modes of 4, 5, 6
and 7 using Eq. (4.11) leads to

3  2

 4     (4  3 )   3  0.7072
3
2

3  2

 5     (5  3 )   3  1.1436

3
2

   3   2 (   )    1.6931
3
3
 6 3  2 6

   3   2 (   )    2.3558
3
3
 7 3  2 7
Eq. (4.12) estimates for the Raleigh damping coefficients as:

2 22  2 77

 0.0164
 
22  72

  2    2  0.3864

2 2
2
Now, the damping matrice [C] of the scope is expressed by
(4.15)

[C ]  0.3864  [ M ]  0.0164  [ K ]

where [M] = the mass matrix of the colonoscope; [K] = the stiffness matrix of the colonoscope.
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4.2.4 Colonoscope Cantilever Experiment

The CF-Q160L colonoscope was clamped at 80 cm from the distal end to deform under its selfweight as shown in Figure 4.13 [162]. The points on the scope were measured by graph paper
(see on Figure 4.13, the interval between two neighbouring points is 50 mm along the scope).
The results for displacement of these points on the scope due to self-weight are shown in Table
4.2.
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Figure 4.13 CF-Q160L colonoscope cantilever experiment

Table 4.2 Results for displacement of points on the scope under its self-weight
Point
(i)

Displacement along X-axis
(mm)

Displacement along Y-axis
(mm)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0
-3
-29
-60
-100
-146
-196
-247
-300
-352

0
-26
-62
-113
-163
-219
-265
-310
-362
-414

The FBEM of the scope had 16 elements with each being 50 mm length and having the EI value
of 350 N·cm2. The deformed colonoscope under its self-weight is shown in Figure 4.14. The
results for nodal displacement of the simulated cantilever colonoscope are shown in Table 4.3.
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Figure 4.14 Deformed configuration of FE beam model of colonoscope

Table 4.3 Nodal displacement for simulated cantilever scope using EI of 350 N·cm2
Node
(i)

Displacement along X-axis
(mm)

Displacement along Y-axis
(mm)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0
-4.6247
-28.144
-64.581
-107.68
-154.08
-202.14
-251.07
-300.44
-350.07

0
-21.256
-63.833
-112.1
-161.76
-211.75
-261.82
-311.91
-361.99
-412.07
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In Section 4.2.2, it was shown that the range of flexural rigidities of the scope was between 250
N·cm2 and 680 N·cm2 due to the locational effect, looping effect, and effect of tip deflection on
the EI of the scope. Thus, the FE model of the scope needs to be tested using different EIs.

Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 show nodal displacement for the simulated cantilever scope using EIs of
480 N·cm2 and 600 N·cm2, respectively. A comparison between the measured deflection and
simulated deflection of the colonoscope using these EIs is shown in Figure 4.15. Figure 4.15
shows no significant difference between experimental and simulation results. Thus, the FE model
of the scope is reliable in terms of accuracy.

Table 4.4 Nodal displacement for simulated cantilever scope using EI of 480 N·cm2
Node
(i)

Displacements along X-axis
(mm)

Displacements along Y-axis
(mm)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0
-4.517
-27.665
-63.746
-106.58
-152.81
-200.76
-249.61
-298.94
-348.53

0
-21.014
-63.353
-111.52
-161.13
-211.1
-261.17
-311.25
-361.33
-411.41
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Table 4.5 Nodal displacement for simulated cantilever scope using EI of 600 N·cm2
Node
(i)

Displacement along X-axis
(mm)

Displacement along Y-axis
(mm)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0
-4.237
-26.394
-61.497
-103.6
-149.34
-196.96
-245.59
-294.78
-344.27

0
-20.369
-62.049
-109.91
-159.4
-209.33
-259.37
-309.44
-359.51
-409.58
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Figure 4.15 Comparison of measured and simulated deflections of the colonoscope using the
different EIs
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4.3 The Model for the Colon

4.3.1 Equilibrium Equation for the Colon

For the colon, the following assumptions were made:
(1) The colon tube consists of a number of hollow-cylinder Timoshenko beam elements;
(2) The colon has a constant inner diameter and wall thickness along its length;
(3) The colon folds are disregarded;
(4) The mass or inertia and damping of the colon can be neglected due to their insignificant
dynamic behaviours in colonoscopy.

Based on these assumptions, the colon was modeled as a set of hollow cylinder Timoshenko
beam elements. Each element had 6 DOFs in translation and 6 DOFs in rotation. The forcemotion of the colon was represented by a static equilibrium equation, which is expressed by

[Kc ]Uc    Fc 

(4.16)

where
[Kc] : stiffness matrix of the colon;
[Uc] : column matrix of displacement corresponding to contact force vector  Fc  ; and

Fc 

: contact force between scope and colon, applied at nodal ends of each beam
element.
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The stiffness matrix of the colon [Kc] is a form of band matrix due to the serial beam element of
the colon. The stiffness matrix [ K e ] of the hollow cylinder beam element is on the order of
12×12, expressed by Eq. (4.2). The global stiffness matrix [Kc] was computed by
[ K c ]  [  ]T [ K e ][  ]

(4.17)

where [] was found with Eq. (4.3).

In order to determine the stiffness matrix [Kc] for the colon in Eq. (4.17), the geometrical model
and mechanical model of the colon must be known in advance. In the following sections, the
geometrical model and mechanical model of the colon will be discussed.

4.3.2 Geometrical Model of the Colon

The deformation of the colon is divided into two directions: radial direction (transverse
direction) and longitudinal direction (centerline along the colon tube). The deformation along the
radial direction is negligible. Therefore, only the deformation along the longitudinal direction
was considered. The centerline of the entire colon was represented by ri  [ xi , y i , zi ]T , which
indicates the coordinates of points on the centerlines in the global system (see Figure 4.16).
During the colonoscopy procedure, the colon attempts to adapt to the scope. Therefore, the
geometrical model of the colon also was determined by the scope’s shape.
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ri  [ xi , yi , zi ]T

Figure 4.16 Centerline model of the colon

4.3.3 Mechanical Model of the Colon

Yamada performed a variety of experiments to find out the mechanical properties and
characteristics of the human colon [219]. He found that the stress-strain relation for colon tissue
was non-linear and mechanical properties were similar to those of porcine colon, which were
studied in Refs. [220, 221]. The pig is a superior experimental animal model because of its
comparatively close resemblance to the human in terms of internal anatomy and physiology
[222-224]. The porcine colon was used in this study.

4.3.3.1 Tensile Experiment of the Colon

The Instron-3366 single column testing machine was used for the tensile experiment. Specimens
from different parts of the porcine colon tissue were prepared and tested including rectum,
sigmoid colon, descending colon, transverse colon, and descending colon. The dimensions of
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each sample were approximately 10 cm in length and 2 to 3 cm in width. Tensile testing was
performed on each sample (see Figure 4.17).

Figure 4.17 Tension testing for porcine colon tissue

4.3.3.2 Results

(1) Figure 4.18 shows the relation between loading and extension of the rectum along the
longitudinal direction. The relation between loading and extension of the transverse colon along
the transversal direction is shown in Figure 4.19.
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Figure 4.18 Relation between loading and extension of the rectum along the longitudinal
direction
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Figure 4.19 Relation between loading and extension of the transverse colon along the transversal
direction

(2) According to the corresponding length, width, and thickness of each specimen, the relation
between the stress and strain for different parts of the porcine colon are shown in Figure 4.20.
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Figure 4.20 Relation between stress and strain for different parts of porcine colon

(3) Figure 4.20 shows the relation between the engineering stress and strain for the porcine
colon. However, if the elongation of the colon is up to 120% of the original length, the reduced
cross-section areas of the colon tissue should be considered. Therefore, the engineering stressstrain curve was transformed to the true stress-strain curve in this case. The true stress and strain
were computed using Eq. (4.18). The true stress-strain curves of porcine colon tissue are shown
in Figure 4.21. From Figure 4.21, for small strains, engineering and true stress-strain curves
almost overlapped but there were significant differences for the stress when the strain became
large due to a reduction of cross-section areas of colon tissue.
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 t   e (1   e )

 t  In(1   e )

(4.18)
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Figure 4.21 True stress-strain curves for each part of porcine colon tissue

(4) The sigmoid colon tissue can be considered as a linear elastic relationship between the stress
and the strain (with R2 = 0.970) when their strain is approximately between 0 and 0.20. Table 4.6
gives the mean value of Young’s modulus for each part of the porcine colon tissue based on the
aforementioned strain.
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Table 4.6 Mean value of Young’s modulus for each part of porcine colon tissue
Mean value of Young’s modulus (KPa)
Rectum

Sigmoid
colon

Descending
colon

Transverse
colon

Ascending
colon

Longitudinal
direction

398

360

318

892

781

Transverse
direction

375

320

296

810

753

4.4 Contact Model

In this section, the contact model between the colonoscope and the colon is illustrated. Contact
forces computed from the contact model will be applied to the kinetics model of the colonoscope
in order to solve the force-motion equation of the scope as shown in Eq. (4.1).

The contact model is an important aspect in the area of simulation for medical devices; thus a
large number of contact models have been developed in the literature. Comprehensive literature
reviews on this subject can be found in Refs. [225, 226]. In general, three categories of contact
models are available: (1) classical rigid body contact formulation, (2) complementarity
formulation, and (3) compliant contact formulation. There are two types of contact constraints:
(a) interpenetration contact such as surgical needle, surgical suture, and so on, and (b) noninterpenetration contact such as the catheter, laparoscopic devices for surgery, and so on. The
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contact system of the scope-colon can be categorized as a kind of non-interpenetration contact.
For this case, the complementarity formulation is typically used, i.e., contact force computation
is formulated into a Linear Complementarity Problem (LCP) by linearizing the Signorini’s
problem, details of which can be found in Refs. [227-240]. For the LCP, the contact force is
computed by the mechanical compliance from the finite element models of two deformable
objects and the contact space. The contact force f n is computed with Eq. (4.19) [227].

 fn  0

f
 n  [W ] f n   n  0
f 
n
 n

(4.19)

where

 n : contact space;
f n : contact force; and

[W ] : mechanical compliance (also called Delassus operator), which is found by [227].

[ M ] [C ]
 [ M ] [C ]

[W ]   21  1  [ K1 ]  22  2  [ K 2 ] 
h
h
h
 h


1

where
[M1] and [M2] : mass matrix of FE model for two contact bodies;
[C1] and [C2] : damping matrix of FE model for two contact bodies;
[K1] and [K2] : stiffness matrix of FE model for two contact bodies;
h

: time step; and

 nf

: free motion in contact space.
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(4.20)

When the scope and colon come into contact, each contact point of the scope with the colon has
a friction state, either stick (static friction state) or slip (dynamic friction state). The relative
motion of the contact point between the scope and the colon is equal to zero in the case of the
stick state. During the slip state, relative motion between the scope and the colon along the
tangential direction occurs (non-interpenetration contact), so the friction force for the contact
point is determined by the multiplication of the frictional coefficient by the normal contact force.
However, Signorini’s law does not consider the frictional force in the contact space. In the case
of the contact model with consideration of the frictional force, Coulomb’s law should be added
into the LCP (so-called LCP with friction), which leads to the two equations below [227]:
fT    f n

 T
 T

(4.21)

f
 n 
 f n   n 
 
 
f
 t   [W ]  ft    t 
 s 
 f s   f 
 S 

(4.22)

where

T



 

: vector in the plane ( t , s ) of contact space, n is in normal direction in

contact space and is perpendicular to T ;

fT

 

: contact force in the plane ( t , s ) of contact space, which is resultant force of
f s and f t ;

f n

: contact force along normal direction of contact space;



: friction coefficient; and

f
f
 nf ,  t ,  S : free motion in contact space.
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For an LCP with friction, single nodal contact can be simply solved by the Newton-Raphson
method [240]. However, for the contact system of the scope-colon there are multiple-node
contacts with the frictional force at the same time. For the multiple-node contact problem,
considering a contact point  among m instantaneous contact points, the contact force for
contact point  can be computed by Eq. (4.23) [235].
 1

   [Waa ] f   [W ] f  


m
f

 [W ] f   
 

(4.23)

 1

where [W  ] is defined as the mechanical coupling between contact points  and 
(   1 a  1, a  1, m ).
Therefore, for the contact system of the scope-colon, considering a contact  on the node i of
the scope, there are three vectors in the contact space for this node: one along the contact normal
direction (denoted by n ) and two along the tangential direction (denoted by t and s ). The
mechanical coupling of contact point  is contact point  . Eq. (4.20) and Eq. (4.23) lead to the
contact model below:
 1
m


[
W
]
f
[
W
]
f
[W ] f    f



   
aa

 
 1


1
[W ]   [ M ]  [C ]  [ K ]  [ K ] 
s
c 
 a   h 2
h



where
[M] : mass matrix for FE model of the scope;
[C] : damping matrix for FE model of the scope;
[Ks] : stiffness matrix for FE model of the scope;
[Kc] : stiffness matrix for FE model of the colon;
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(4.24)

 f : free motion of the scope;
h

: time step; and

f

: contact force for contact point  of the scope.

Free motion of the scope means the deformation of the beam elements under its self-weight and
external manipulation (the physician’s external operation), and it can be solved with Eq. (4.1)
(see Section 4.2.1).

Eq. (4.24) can be solved by a Gauss-Seidel (GS)-like algorithm. Duriez [232] proposed a GS-like
algorithm to solve the LCP with friction for a guaranteed coverage. Details of a GS-like
algorithm can be found in Ref. [235] (Chapter 20, Section 20.5.3). SOFA (simulation openframework architecture) is open-source research-based software compiled in a Visual C++
environment, and it provides an efficient solver using a GS-like algorithm to solve the LCP with
friction. It is available in SOFA (see LCPCalc.h and LCPCalc.cpp).

4.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, the model of the scope and the model of the colon were presented. For the
colonoscope model, the Timoshenko beam finite element method was employed, which was able
to account for the cross-sectional area, cross-section moment of inertia, and polar moment of
inertia of the structure of the colonoscope. Each beam element had 6 DOFs in translation and 6
DOFs in rotation in space. Each beam element was connected to a neighbouring element to
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represent the assembled colonoscope. The element had not only deformation but also motion,
and its position was updated. In order to model the colon, the colon was defined as a set of
hollow cylinder Timoshenko beam elements. The force-motion of the colon was represented by a
static equilibrium equation, in which the stiffness matrix [ K c ] of the colon model was computed
in terms of a number of hollow cylinder beams. The parameters in the model of the colonoscope
as well as the model of the colon were determined by the experiments. Finally, the model of the
scope-colon system which describes their interaction was presented.
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CHAPTER 5
MODEL VALIDATION ON AN EX-VIVO COLONOSCOPY TEST-BED

5.1 Introduction

This chapter provides a description of the validation of the mathematical model described in
Chapter 4. The validation was performed on a built colonoscopy test-bed. The pig model was
used owing to its close resemblance to the human in terms of internal anatomy and physiology.
The test-bed consisted of mainly a human-based colon tray and porcine colon tissue. Various
position sensors and force sensors were put in place to measure the movement behaviour of the
scope (in the colon) as controlled by the physician, including both position and force of the
scope.

In this study, an ex-vivo colonoscopy test-bed using porcine colon tissue and a human-based
“colon tray” was built. Input of the mathematical model is external force and torque applied by
the physician; output of the mathematical model is motion of the colonoscope. The test-bed had
the ability to capture precise colonoscope movement as it moved into the colon, i.e., for
collection of kinematic and kinetic data in colonoscopy.
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This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 presents the built ex-vivo colonoscopy test-bed
including sensors, instruments, and data collection. In Section 5.3, the comparison of the model
predicted or simulation results and experimental results is described. Section 5.4 discusses
sources of errors between the experimental and simulation results, which gives a basis for further
improvement of the model as well as of the test-bed. Section 5.5 presents the conclusions.

5.2 Experiments

5.2.1 Experimental Setup

Ascension Trakstar-2 System (Ascension Technologies Corp., Burlington, VT), which typically
is used in medicine for guiding small biopsy needles to lesions and guide-wires within the
patient’s body, was a good option for capturing the motion of the scope in the colon. The sensor
has 0.9 mm outer diameters and enables track 6 DOFs: X-axis, Y-axis, Z-axis, yaw angle, pitch
angle, and roll angle. In this study, Ascension Trakstar-2 with model-90 sensors was used to
track the motion of the colonoscope in the colon.

Louis et al. [241] developed the Colonoscopy Force Monitor (CFM) (Artann Laboratories,
Trenton, NJ) to improve training of physicians and establish best practices for performing
colonoscopy by the quantitative characterization of an expert skill. With the application of the
CFM, it was expected that the frequency and levels of significantly painful colonoscopy and
risks of perforation of the colon would be reduced. The CFM is a hand-held force-measuring
attachment that was mounted on the colonoscope shaft and provides the physician with real-time
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feedback on the force and torque applied during colonoscopy. In this study, the CFM was used to
collect the input information for colonoscopy.

In general, we developed a test-bed that consisted of a human-based “colon tray” (Medical
Innovations International Inc., Rochester, NY), porcine colon tissue (supplied by Medical
Innovations International Inc., Rochester, NY), the CFM (Artann Laboratories, Trenton, NJ), a
flexible force sensor (Tekscan Inc., Boston, MA), Ascension Trakstar-2 System (Ascension
Technologies Corp., Burlington, VT), and an OlympusTM CF-Q160L colonoscope (Olympus
Corp., Tokyo). Details of each component are described as follows:
(1)

The porcine colon tissue was laid in human configuration on a board referred to as the
“colon tray.” Specific regions of the colon were fixed with a mesh material to represent the
immobile intra-abdominal attachment areas of the colon (see Figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1 Human-based colon tray with the porcine colon tissue
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(2)

The CFM continually measured, displayed, and stored the push/pull, clockwise, and
counter-clockwise torque applied to the insertion tube of the colonoscope (Figure 5.2). The
CFM system consisted of 2 components: (1) hand-held wireless colonoscope attachment
and (2) computer. The CFM was connected to a computer. Force and torque readings were
logged at a sampling rate of 30 Hz.

Figure 5.2 CFM for force and torque measurement
(3)

The flexible force sensor is a paper-thin (0.008”) Flexiforce B201 sensor (Tekscan Inc.,
Boston, MA). The system has a handle connected to the force sensor. The plastic ELF
(Economical Load and Force) handle contains data acquisition electronics with USB
connection and interface to B201 sensors (see Figure 5.3). The flexible force sensor was
applied to the colonoscope insertion tube to collect the data for the normal contact force
between the scope and colon tissue. The flexible force sensor was calibrated to preload 4
N, 6 N, 8 N, 15 N force and adjusted to the proper sensitivity using an Instron-3366
machine. The plastic ELF handle was connected to a computer. The normal force readings
were logged at a sampling rate of 30 Hz.
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Figure 5.3 Calibrating flexiforce sensor
(4)

Ascension Trakstar-2 System consisted of electronic main unit, flat-plate electromagnetic
transmitter, and four Model-90 position sensors (see Figure 5.4). The first two position
sensors were used to track the motion of the colonoscope in the colon; the third one was
used to position the CFM; the fourth one was used to detect the deformation of scope in
sigmoid colon. Thus, the CF-Q160L colonoscope was equipped with Sensor 1 and Senor 2
These two sensors were placed at 0 cm, 20 cm from the distal end of the scope. Sensor 3
that attached on the CFM was to position the point of input exerted by the CFM (see Figure
5.5). Sensor 4 was sutured onto the part of the sigmoid colon that alternatively detected the
deformation of scope in sigmoid colon where the loop forms in real-time (see Figure 5.6).
The flat-plate transmitter was placed at 40 cm below the colon tray model. The origin of
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global coordinate of position sensors was directly underneath the joint between sigmoid
colon and rectum on the colon tray. The Ascension Trakstar-2 System was connected to an
Intel 3.0 GHz computer with 4GB RAM. The position readings were logged at a sampling
rate of 30 Hz.

Figure 5.4 Ascension Trakstar-2 System

Figure 5.5 Colonoscope equipped with sensors
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Figure 5.6 Sensor 4 sutured on sigmoid colon

5.2.2 Methods

The following procedure was followed:
Step 1: Getting the geometric shape of the colon. The position sensor recorded the nodal
coordinates of the centerline of the colon tray (i.e., the centerline model of the colon) as shown in
Figure 4.16.

Step 2: Performing standard techniques for colonoscopy, including lubricating the insertion tube
and insufflating air into the colon.

Step 3: Setting the logged data from three sensors at 30 Hz. Three-stream data were collected by
the same computer based on time-stamped synchronization.
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Step 4: Implementing the external manipulation (force F and torque T) by the physician. During
the colonoscopy, external forces and torques were recorded by the CFM. An example of the
external force during the complete colonoscopy as collected by the CFM is shown in Figure 5.7;
the external torque applied by the operator is shown in Figure 5.8. The motion of the
colonoscope was recorded by position sensors. The motion of the tip of the colonoscope was
recorded by Sensor 1, which recorded the tip’s position with respect to X-axis, Y-axis, and Zaxis (unit: millimeter) as well as azimuth angle along X-axis, roll angle along Y-axis, and
elevation angle along Z-axis (unit: Degree). One example of two synchronized data of external
force applied by the physician and the tip’s motion of the scope is shown in Figure 5.9. Sensor 1
recorded the tip’s rotation of the scope as shown in Figure 5.10. The trajectories of the three
position sensors located along the X-axis, along the Y-axis and along the Z-axis is shown in
Figure 5.11. The contact force between the tip of the scope and the colon was recorded by a
flexible force sensor. An example of two synchronized data of external force applied by the
physician and contact force between the tip of the scope and the colon is shown in Figure 5.12.
From Figure 5.12, it can be seen that contact force of the tip of the scope against the colon wall
increased when the scope was in the sigmoid colon, which indicates that the tip of the scope had
more frictional force compared to that generated in other regions of the colon.

Step 5: Repeating the procedure on each porcine colon tissue (there were in total three sets of the
colon tissue).
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Figure 5.7 Primary pushing and pulling forces during a complete colonoscopy
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Figure 5.8 Primary clockwise and counter-clockwise torque during a complete colonoscopy
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Figure 5.9 Primary synchronized data regarding input force and output motion
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Figure 5.10 Tip’s angulations along X-axis, Y-axis, and Z-axis of scope
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Trajectories of the three sensors along Y-axis
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Trajectories of the three sensors along Z-axis
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Figure 5.11 (a) trajectories of the three position sensors along X-axis; (b) trajectories of the three
position sensors along Y-axis; (c) trajectories of the three sensors along Z-axis
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Figure 5.12 Comparsion between external force applied by the CFM and contact force between
tip of the scope and colon

5.3 Comparison of Experimental and Simulation Results

The FBEM of the colonoscope was simulated by the following five steps.
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Step 1: Assembly of the Beam Elements into the Colonoscope

The initial coordinates (x, y, z) of the nodes of the beam elements of the scope were known,
which are related to the colon tray. There were sensors on these places.

Locations of the four position sensors were described in Section 5.2.1. These sensors not only
recorded the displacements of the scope but also read the nodal coordinates of the beam elements
of the scope in three dimension (x, y, z), which determined the position of the scope in the colon.
Sensor 1 recorded the coordinate of the tip of the scope. Sensor 2 recorded one nodal coordinate,
which was on the junction of the distal end and insertion tube of the scope (i.e., 20 cm away from
the tip of the scope). Sensor 3 was attached to the CFM to record the coordinate of the input
force exerted by the CFM, and there was no relative motion between the CFM and the scope
during the operation because the CFM firmly griped the scope. Sensor 4 was sutured onto the
sigmoid colon, and tracked the scope’s shape in the sigmoid colon. The origin of the global
frame of the position sensors was underneath the joint between the sigmoid colon and rectum on
the colon tray, which was kept fixed during the experiment (see Figure 5.13).
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Figure 5.13 Origin of coordinate frame of position sensors

Step 2: Defining Material Properties of the Beam Elements of the Scope

The flexural rigidity of the CF-Q160L colonoscope is in the range of 260 to 660 N·cm2 because
its flexural rigidity is subject to the constraints of the location, looping, and tip deflection effects.
The average EI (350 N·cm2) of the CF-Q160L colonoscope was used for the FE model of the
scope. As a matter of fact, the flexural rigidity of the CF-Q160L colonoscope is close to that of
the one measured by Hellier et al. [222]. For this reason, torsional rigidity of CF-Q160L
colonoscope was not further tested in this study, and the results from Hellier et al. [222] were
employed. Specifically, torsional rigidity of the scope was 7000 N·mm2, and this measurment
was used in the FE model of the scope. Inherent physical properties of the CF-Q160L
colonoscope such as its radius and weight were measured to determine its density, and the area
moment of inertia and the polar moment of inertia. These parameters were used to determine the
stiffness matrix of the scope [Ks] as well as the mass matrix of the FE model of the scope. The
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damping matrix [C] of the CF-Q160L colonoscope was determined by the experiment described
in Chapter 4. Eq. (4.19) was used to determine the damping matrix of the FE model of the scope.

Step 3: Computation of the Free Motion of the Scope

In this step, there was no contact force between the colon and scope. The motion of the scope
was called “free” motion  as shown in Eq. (4.24) [26]. The free motion of the colonoscope was
found by solving Eq. (4.1) for all forces except contact force. The free motion corresponds to the
deformation of the scope under its self-weight and external forces (external forces applied by the
physician were recorded with the CFM).

Step 4: Computation of the Contact Force between the Scope and the Colon

The contact force was determined with Eq. (4.24) of Chapter 4. In Eq. (4.24), the construction of
mechanical compliance [W] includes the mass matrix [M] for the scope, the damping matrix [C]
for the scope, the stiffness matrices for both the scope and the colon. The mass matrix [M], the
damping matrix [C] and the stiffness matrix [Ks] of the scope were determined at Step 1. In order
to determine the stiffness matrix [Kc] for the colon, the sigmoid colon’s Young Modulus (E) was
used in this study (E = 360 KPa). The frictional coefficient µ = 0.25 between the scope and the
colon was used [102].
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Step 5: Computation of the Motion of the Scope with Contact Force

After the contact force were found at Step 4, the force-motion equation of the scope was
computed by the input force/torque and contact forces from the colon. This step is so-called
contact correction [26]. The time step 0.033 was chosen. The final motion of the scope was
found at this step.

For one complete colonoscopy, extensive data were collected. These data were distinct according
to where the colonoscope moved within the colon, i.e., sigmoid colon, descending colon,
transervse colon, and ascending colon, and they will be referred to as the four regions of the
colon. The data in the four aforementioned regions were selected.

When the scope was in each region of the colon the motion of the scope was computed with the
mathematical model, given the input force and position of the scope in the colon. Two examples
of the input force when the scope was in different regions are shown in Figure 5.14 and Figure
5.15.
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Figure 5.14 Force recorded by the CFM in the descending colon (Example 1)
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Figure 5.15 Force recorded by the CFM in the sigmoid colon (Example 2)
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Comparison of the displacement of the distal end of the scope between the model predicted or
simulation results and experimental results will be presented in the following section. The errors
between the simulation and experimental results will be discussed.

When the scope was in the descending colon, the distal end of the scope had two active DOF
displacements along the X-axis and the Z-axis (displacements along the Y-axis were constrained
because of the immobile intra-abdominal attachment areas of the descending colon), respectively.
Figure 5.16 shows a comparison of the displacement of the distal end of the scope along the Xaxis between simulation and experimental results. Figure 5.17 shows a comparison between
simulation and experimental results of elevation angle of the scope about the Y-axis. Root mean
square error (RMSE) of the displacement of the distal end of the scope along the X-axis in the
descending colon was found to be about 1.597 mm. RMSE of the elevation angle of the scope
about the Y-axis in the descending colon was found to be about 0.156 degrees.
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Displacement of the distal end of the scope along X-axis (mm)
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Figure 5.16 Comparison between simulation and experimental results of the displacement of the
distal end of the scope along the X-axis with scope in descending colon
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Figure 5.17 Comparison between simulation and experimental results of the elevation angle of
the distal end of the scope about the Y-axis with scope in descending colon

Figure 5.18 shows a comparison between simulation and experimental results of the
displacement of the distal end of the scope along the Y-axis when the scope was in the transverse
colon. RMSE of the displacement of the scope along the Y-axis in the transverse colon was
found to be about 2.105 mm.
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Figure 5.19 shows a comparison between simulation and experimental results of the
displacement of the distal end of the scope along the X-axis when the scope was in the ascending
colon. RMSE of the displacement of the distal end of the scope along the X-axis in the ascending
colon was found to be about 0.9606 mm.

The simulation results showed more displacement than did the experimental results when the
scope was in the ascending colon. The plausible explanation of more displacement from the
simulation results is that the retraction force from the stretched colon was not incorporated into
the mathematical model. When the scope was moving in the ascending colon, the scope looped
with the sigmoid colon. As a result, the sigmoid colon was stretched by the scope. The retraction
force from the stretched sigmoid colon gripped the scope, which was acting as a kind of resisting
force. In the simulation, this resisting force was not considered, which implied that the scope had
less resisting force than it actually did. Thus, more displacement of the distal end of the scope
was generated when the scope was in the ascending colon.

Figure 5.20 shows a comparison between simulation and experimental results of the
displacement of the distal end of the scope along the Y-axis. RMSE of the displacement of the
scope along the Y-axis in the sigmoid colon was found to be about 4.9820 mm. By comparison
to the error generated for other regions of the colon, the error when the scope was in the sigmoid
colon was large. The potential reason for this error was due to the mobility of the sigmoid colon.
The mobility of the sigmoid colon caused significant disturbance to the distal end of the scope.
This disturbance can be seen in the experimental results as shown in Figure 5.20.
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A summary of the RMSE of displacement of the distal end of the scope in different regions of
the colon is given; see Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.18 Comparison between simulation and experimental results of the displacement of the
distal end of the scope along the Y-axis with scope in transverse colon
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Displacement of the distal end of the scope in ascending colon along X-axis (mm)
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Figure 5.19 Comparison between simulation and experimental results of the displacement of the
distal end of the scope along the X-axis with scope in ascending colon
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Displacement of the distal end of the scope in sigmoid colon along Y-axis (mm)
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Figure 5.20 Comparison between simulation and experimental results of the displacement of the
distal end of the scope along the Y-axis with scope in sigmoid colon

During the colonoscopy operation, the contact force between the distal end of scope and the
colon was recorded by the flexiforce sensor. Figure 5.21 shows a comparison between simulation
and experimental results of the contact force for the distal end of the scope on the colon wall
when the scope was in the descending colon. RMSE of the contact force of the distal end of the
scope in the descending colon was found to be about 0.0752 N.
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Contact pressure of the distal end of the scope and colon wall (N)
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Figure 5.21 Comparison between simulation and experimental results of contact pressure of the
distal end of the scope against the colon wall with scope in descending colon
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Table 5.1 Summary of RMSE of the displacement of the distal end of the scope in different regions of the colon
Colon Tissue 1
Region of the
colon

RMSE

A* (RMSE)

Colon Tissue 2
RMSE

Colon Tissue 3

A* (RMSE)

RMSE

A* (RMSE)

Sigmoid
colon

4.982 (test 1)
2.059 (test 2)
3.504 (test 3)

3.514

2.109 (test 1)
2.890 (test 2)
5.462 (test 3)

4.231

2.952 (test 1)
3.450 (test 2)
2.086 (test 3)

2.829

Descending
colon

1.597 (test 1)
1.834 (test 2)
2.503 (test 3)

1.978

2.546 (test 1)
1.351 (test 2)
2.905 (test 3)

2.264

2.896 (test 1)
3.846 (test 2)
4.717 (test 3)

3.819

Transverse
colon

2.105 (test 1)
2.716 (test 2)
1.803 (test 3)

2.208

2.854 (test 1)
2.121 (test 2)
4.850 (test 3)

3.275

2.981 (test 1)
1.908 (test 2)
3.227 (test 3)

2.706

Ascending
colon

0.961 (test 1)
2.245 (test 2)
4.470 (test 3)

2.558

3.229 (test 1)
4.576 (test 2)
3.194 (test 3)

3.663

3.692 (test 1)
2.058 (test 2)
2.438 (test 3)

2.724

A*: average
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5.4 Discussion

In the comparison of experimental and simulation results, there was good agreement between the
two. Probable reasons for the measured uncertainty error associated with Model-90 position
sensors and the force sensor (the CFM and flexible force sensor) are discussed below. The major
measurement error for the position sensors was due to jittery data. This measurement error was
plotted as the error bar. The propagation error generated from the CFM should be considered
because the CFM collected the external force/torque, and these values were applied to the
mathematical model as the input force.

Furthermore, the errors generated from the model assumptions are inevitable such as the nonlinear mechanical properties of the colon tissue and the viscous adhesive frictional force. Wang
et al. [102] studied the frictional characteristics of porcine colon tissue. They found that the
frictional force of porcine colon tissue is generally subject to Coulomb’s law but also that the
adhesive force generated by the viscoelastic intestine contributed to frictional resistance force;
that is to say, frictional force consists of both nominal frictional force and viscoadhesive force. In
this study, only the frictional force obtained from Coulomb’s law was used.

For the FE model of the scope, the EI was assumed to be constant. In Chapter 4, three EIs were
applied to the FE model of the scope to simulate the cantilever scope, and there were no
significant differences found. Furthermore validation was made to see if there was significant
difference in the motion of the scope between the simulation and experimental results. Two
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different EIs of 300 N·cm2 and700 N·cm2 were given to the FE model of the scope, and the
result of the comparison shows that there was no significant difference (P value = 0.58). Figure
5.22 shows a comparison between simulation results from using different EIs and experimental
results of the displacement for the distal end of the scope along the X-axis when the scope was in
the descending colon.

Displacement of the distal end of the scope along X-axis (mm)

5
Experimental results
Simulation results (EI=400Ncm2)

0

Simulation results ( EI=700Ncm2)
Simulation results (EI=300Ncm2)

-5

-10

-15

-20

-25

-30

0

0.5

1

1.5
Time (s)

2

2.5

3

Figure 5.22 Comparison between simulation and experimental results of the displacement of the
distal end of the scope along the X-axis with scope in descending colon
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5.5 Conclusions

This chapter presented the mathematical model validation. An ex-vivo colonoscopy test-bed
comprising a human-based colon tray and porcine colon tissue, and using an Ascension Trakstar2 System, a CFM and an OlympusTM CF-Q160L colonoscope was developed. Overall, there was
good agreement between experimental and simulation results. The FE model of the colonoscope
is reliable in terms of accuracy. The errors generated were analyzed based on the model
assumptions, the measurement errors, and the parameters of the mathematical model.

In this study, only one model of a human-based colon tray was made for the experiments.
However, a variety of human colons should be considered, for example those patients who have
a redundant sigmoid colon (female gender, older age, and low BMI [body mass index]).
Therefore, a model of a colon tray incorporated with this factor is necessary for further studies.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Overview and Conclusions

The colonoscope is an important tool in diagnosis and management of diseases of the colon. One
of the ongoing challenges with this device is that a colonoscope may form a loop together with
the colon during the procedure. The consequence of this loop is such that further insertion of the
scope in the colon may be not possible, which means failure of the procedure. The loop also
creates risks of perforation of the colon and pain in the patient.

There are currently several existing devices to overcome loop formation in colonoscopy which
have been introduced in clinical work, including a variable stiffness colonoscope, an over-tube
colonoscope, capsule endoscopy, a self-propelled endoscope, virtual colonoscopy, the Aer-OScope, the NES, and image-guided colonoscopy. However, the empirical assessment of these
solutions in a clinic setting shows that they do not work very well. This was the motivation for
the research presented in this thesis.
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A preliminary analysis from the author has led him to believe that all the existing solutions to
loop formation may have missed an important engineering concept called “self-locking” and its
underlying principle governing the locking of relative motion (or “stick”) between two objects
(colon and scope, in this case). This observation, coupled with the author’s belief that medical
procedures and operations must be performed in interactive human/machine fashion (or, simply
speaking, that a complete automation for this procedure is both undesirable and less if at all
viable), led the author to propose a new paradigm of thinking for colonoscopy called “doctorassisted colonoscopy”. Under this new paradigm, the physician’s role would be enhanced by new
information involving the interaction between the scope and the colon such as their contact force,
scope positions, and orientation of the scope’s distal end within the colon. While this information
can be acquired by assembling sensors on the scope especially on the distal end, this procedure
would be quite intrusive and less reliable. The author’s solution is to have sensors on a tube
outside the human body and then to infer the information between the scope and colon with a
kinetics model. Thus, it is clear that an accurate kinetic model is extremely important, and this
thesis is devoted to the development of this kinetic model.

In Chapter 1, the research motivation and objectives were described. In particular, the research
objectives are revisited here as follows:
(1)

To analyze the existing devices and solutions that attempt to overcome loop formation in
colonoscopy from an engineering design prospective, aiming to confirm the author’s
preliminary finding.

(2)

To develop a kinetic model of the colonoscope that describes the motion of the
colonoscope in the colon and also the contact force resulting from external force/torque
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applied by the physician. Objective (2) can be further divided into three more specific
objectives: (2a) to set up an experiment test-bed in order to identify and determine the
parameters that should be included in the model; (2b) to set up a test-bed that can measure
all the previously mentioned information that will serve as a means to validate the model;
(2c) to establish the model from the first principle.

Chapter 2 presented an analysis of the causes for the looping including how existing devices and
solutions are problematic from a systems design perspective. A well-proven design theory, the
ADT, was employed for this analysis. The analysis confirmed the author's hypothesis that is
implicitly behind the first objective of this study. This also indicated a green light for the
development of a kinetic model for the dynamics of the scope-colon system in colonoscopy, i.e.,
the proposed second objective for this study.

Chapter 3 presented a literature review on modeling of deformable objects, providing the
understanding of challenges of modeling and characteristics of the modeling problem. This
chapter also elaborated on the suitability of using a finite element approach to the modeling
problem.

In Chapter 4, the model for the colonoscope (i.e., a finite element model of the scope), and the
model for the colon and the interaction between scope and colon were presented. The
Timoshenko beam element was used for both the scope and the colon. The scope-colon
interaction or contact model was formulated into a Linear Complementarity Problem (LCP)
including consideration of frictional force (note: the viscous-adhesive frictional force of the
porcine colon tissue was not considered in the friction model). For the scope, the stiffness,
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inertial, and damping effects were considered. For the colon, only the stiffness effect was
considered because both the inertial and damping effects are too small, they are ignored. All the
parameters in these models were determined on the experiment test-bed. A particular scope,
namely an OlympusTM CF-Q160L colonoscope, and a particular pig model, namely Endo X
TrainerTM lower GI colon tray, were studied in great detail, without loss of the generality of the
model.

In Chapter 5, the experimental validation of the model developed in Chapter 4 was presented.
First, an experiment test-bed was built, which included the human-based “colon tray” with
porcine colon tissue, position-tracking sensors, and the CFM on the proximal end of the
colonoscope. Second, the validity and reliability of the model were discussed.

The following conclusions can be drawn from this study:
(1)

Self-locking of the colonoscope is the most basic cause for the occurrence of looping,
while structural instability of the colonsocope is dependent on the self-locking. The current
literature asserting that structural instability of the scope is the main cause for looping is
mistaken.

(2)

Both the scope and the colon can be well represented with the Timoshenko beam elements,
and the LCP formulation that considers frictional force to be the representation of
interactions between the colon and scope is adequate.

(3)

There are effects from the location, looping, and tip deflection of the scope on the flexural
rigidity of the scope. Approximately, the EIs of the CF-Q160L colonoscope range from
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300 to 650 N·cm2, and their accuracy is proven by a good agreement between the model
predicted result and the experimental result.
(4)

The Rayleigh damping of the CF-Q160L colonoscope depends more on the mass matrix
[M] of the colonoscope than on the stiffness matrix [K], which is evident by the large
coefficient value of “alpha” (0.3864) and the small coefficient value of “beta” (0.0164).

(5)

A linear stress-strain relation can be used for the sigmoid colon for the strains ranging from
0 to 0.20, though each part of the colon may have different non-linear stress-strain relations.

6.2 Major Contributions of Thesis

This thesis research has generated several “firsts,” implying a possible contribution to the field of
biomedical engineering and particularly in biomechanics and bio-instrumentation. All
contributions are summarized in the following:
(1)

The finding that the main cause for the looping colonoscope is not the structural instability
of the colonoscope but rather self-locking of the colonoscope, which will lead to the design
of a “new-generation” colonoscope that avoids the looping.

(2)

The systematic evaluation for the existing colonoscopy technologies based on the wellproven Axiomatic Design Theory (ADT) will serve as a guideline for future new
colonoscope development.

(3)

The approach to developing the kinetic model of the colonoscope is useful to modeling
similar objects such as the catheter guide-wire.
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(4)

The novel ex-vivo colonoscopy test-bed with the kinetic and kinematic measurements is
also useful for design validation in the colonoscopy technology, as well as for the training
of physicians to perform the colonoscopy procedure.

(5)

The new paradigm of thinking for colonoscopy, called “doctor-assisted” colonoscopy, has
potential similar application to other medical procedures.

6.3 Future Work

Several future works are expected to improve this thesis work.

First, Wang et al. [102] found that frictional force of the porcine colon tissue was generally
subject to the Coulomb’s law but also to the adhesive force generated by the visco-elastic
intestine. In this study, the adhesive force was not considered. The experimental study on
frictional force between the colonoscope and the colon is expected to generate a comprehensive
frictional model. (This model is expected to be incorporated into the contact model of the scopecolon system in order to further improve the accuracy of the model).

Second, a variety of human colons should be considered. For example, certain patients (female
gender, older age, and low BMI [body mass index]) may have a redundant sigmoid colon. A
model of a colon tray incorporated with this factor should be made for a further experimental
study.
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Third, considering the utility of the mathematical model of the colonoscope, a variety of
colonoscope instruments with different physical properties are expected to test on this test-bed.

Finally, the kinetic model of the scope developed in this thesis will serve three proposed projects
as future work. They are as follows:

(i)

A New Approach of “Doctor-Assisted Colonoscopy” with Reduction of Loop
Formation

The kinetic model of the scope will serve as a theoretical underpinning for the new approach of
“doctor-assisted colonoscopy” for loop reduction as discussed in Chapter 1. The goal of this new
approach is to predict loop formation and reduce loop formation in colonoscopy. For this
approach, a sensor on the colonoscope tube outside human body and the kinetic model are
required. The sensor reports the force and position information, and this information and the
kinetic model are used to infer the information generated at the interaction between the scope
and colon inside the body. Therefore, based on data generated by the CFM and the kinetic
model, first, loop formation in colonoscopy is predicted; then a warning of loop initiation will be
given to the physician if there is no relative motion between colonoscope and colon; next, the
physician adjusts the operation in order to reduce the loop with the information given by the
kinetic model, i.e., adjusts the distal end of the scope’s orientation and direction by applying the
proper force and torque to the proximal end of the colonoscope. This thesis has completed the
development of the model, and future work will develop a procedure for this new approach.
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(ii)

Application of the Model of the Scope to Prevent Perforation of the Colon

Colonoscopy requires that pull and torque forces be applied to the instrument to advance it
through the colon. The application of force to the colon and its anatomic attachments can be
painful and excessive force can lead to perforation. Although sedation can reduce the pain,
perforation is the most serious complication in colonoscopy. The reported rate of colonic
perforations varies widely but is estimated to be about 0.5%. These perforations may then require
open surgery for possible repair or removal of the damaged area. The perforation is particularly
due to the occurrence of excessive contact pressure on colon tissue. The CFM is able to provide a
physician with real-time feedback on the force and torque applied during colonoscopy, but it is
not able to provide a reading of the contact pressure on the colon tissue. However, the kinetic
model of the scope enables provision of information of the forces being exerted against colon
tissue. Therefore, the kinetic model of the scope provides the best solution for overcoming
perforation of the colon in colonoscopy; that is to say, physicians will receive a warning when
the contact pressure on any particular section of colon tissue approaches the threshold of colon
tissue perforation.

(iii) Application of the Model of the Scope to Design an Active Scope Device

The NES is an active scope that is described in Chapter 2. This system is a promising technology
since it provides the full function of the conventional scope, such as biopsy. Unfortunately, the
company stopped further development of the NES a few years ago. However, the NES remains
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the design of the conventional colonoscope, including the long thin insertion tube. This insertion
tube consists of 16 segments which are actuated by tendons. While the scope passes through the
colon, each segment of the insertion tube is controlled to follow the first segment of the scope,
i.e., the “head” of the scope. Segments following the “head” of the scope could be a promising
approach in overcoming loop formation. However, with the proposed “active” colonoscope, a
controller would accurately position each segment of the insertion tube of the scope and make
sure that it is following the head of the scope. In order to design the controller and set its
parameter, an accurate model of the scope is essential. Thus, this project is a typical application
of the mathematical model of the scope.
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APPENDIX A

Calculation for the Critical Load of the Rod Model

The critical load of the rod model was adapted from Ref. [27]:

Fcr 

4 2 EI cos 3 
L2 (1  3cos 2  )

(A.1)

where

L : length of the rod;

 : spiral angel; and

EI : flexural rigidity of the rod.

Based on the geometrical parameters of the scope in the sigmoid colon, given L = 35 cm,  =
450, and the flexural rigidity EI = 400 N·cm2 [100], the critical load of the scope is
approximately equal to 1.82 N.
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APPENDIX B

Normal Load to Overcome Frictional Force and Fluid Resistance

Friction force of the scope can be expressed as the sum of the components as shown in Eq. (B.1)
[100]:

(B.1)

F  Fw  F s  F p

where
Fw : frictional force associated with weight of insertion tube;
Fs : frictional force induced by the stress due to the viscoleastic deformation of the

intestine wall; and
F p : frictional force induced by the stress due to fluid resistance.

The diameter of the insertion tube of the scope is about 13.6 mm, and site of the least diameter of
the entire colon located at the junction site of the sigmoid-descending colon is about 25 mm; thus,
there is no significant frictional force induced by stress due to the small viscoelastic deformation
of the intestine. The friction component F p is not considered because fluid resistance generated
from inside the intestine is very small. Therefore, only the frictional force associated with the
weight of the insertion tube of the scope is considered. The weight of a 35cm-length of insertion
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tube is about 4 N, so the frictional force is Fw  1 N. The load needed to overcome the friction
and fluid resistance is about 1 N.
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APPENDIX C

Quasi-Static Frictional Force from Colonoscope

The rectum-sigmoid and sigmoid-descending segments both have small curvatures with an “S”shaped profile. A looped scope generates quasi-static forces against the intestinal wall. When the
scope is advanced, this quasi-static force becomes the frictional force. Thus, the quasi-static
force created by a looped scope should be considered.

Choi [103] analyzed an endoscope’s elastics in an exoskeleton structure, and derived Eq. (C.1)
with regard to distributed force along a segment of a stem based on Plaut’s works [104-107].

d EI  d 
d 3
  
D  EI 3  N
2  dl 
dl
dl

3

(C.1)

where N (l ) is the normal force at position l , D is the distributed force on dl that is an
infinitesimal length of the stem, d is an infinitesimal angle along dl at the center of radius or
curvature, and EI is the flexural rigidity of the stem.

To simplify Eq. (C.1), a quadrant shape of a looped colonoscope is studied to obtain the quasistatic force along the colon as shown in Figure C.1. The corresponding boundary conditions are
applied to Eq. (C.1). To solve for the quasi-static force along the looped colonoscope, the
following parameters are defined:
Q: quasi-static force along the colonoscope;
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S: given length of the colonoscope; and
r: radius of curvature of looped colonoscope.
Applying initial normal force N = 0 and dl = rd  leads to

 d 3
1 
D  EI  3  3 
2r 
 dl

(C.2)

Three boundary conditions were applied to integrate Eq. (C.2) based on the moment M and shear
force τ at the free end of the scope, as shown in Eq. (C.3)

d

M  EI dl

2
  EI d 

dl 2

(C.3)

At the free end of the scope ( lend ), moment M and shear force τ are equal to zero, leading to
 d
 dl l  l  0
end

 2
d 
0
 dl 2 l  l end

(C.4)

At the clamped end of the scope, l = 0, so the third boundary condition is  l  0  0 . Integrating
Eq. (C.2) into the 2nd ordinary differential equation leads to
d 2  D
1 

 3 l  c1
2
dl
 EI 2 r 

(C.5)

1 
D
Using boundary condition Eq. (C.4) to find constant c1  lend 
 3  leads to
 EI 2r 
d 2  D
1 
1 
 D
 3

 3 l  lend 
2
dl
 EI 2 r 
 EI 2r 

(C.6)

Integrating Eq. (C.6) using the other boundary condition leads to
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 l3
l 2 2 l  D
1 

 3
 lend  lend
2
2  EI 2r 
6

 (l )  

(C.7)

Given length S to find the disturbed force along l ∈ (0, S), let l  S . At the free end of the
scope, lend is the total length of the scope. Substituting l  S and lend  S into Eq. (C.7) to find
distributed force D along given length S of the scope leads to
1 
 6
D  EI  3  3 
2r 
S

(C.8)

The quasi-static force of the looped scope is obtained as
S 
 6
Q  EI  2  3 
2r 
S

(C.9)
(C.10)

S  r

Therefore, the frictional force F f induced by the quasi-static force is expressed by

Ff 

EI  12   2 


r 2  2 

(C.11)

where  is the dynamic frictional coefficient and  is a function of length l .
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r

dl
d



Figure C.1 Quasi-static force along a looped colonoscope with a quadrant
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APPENDIX D

Elongation of Intestinal Wall

Capsular endoscope generates frictional force F f on the intestinal wall that causes the elongation
of the intestinal wall. As a matter of fact, both the intestinal wall and the mesentery have the
same elongation; thus, the elongation of the mesentery is equivalent to that of the intestinal wall
(see Figure D.1).

In the following,  xc is stress of the intestinal wall along the length of the capsular endoscope;

 xm is stress of the mesentery along the length of the capsular endoscope, leading to

(D.1)

 xc  t c    d c   xm  t m  h  F f

where tc and t m are the thickness of intestine and mesentery, repectively, and h is the mesenteric
transversal length.
Eq. (D.2) refers to Ref. [221], leading to

2
 xc  bxc xc  d xc xc

2
 xm  bxm xm  d xm xm

(D.2)

Substituting Eq. (D.2) into Eq. (D.1) leads to

2

2

(bxc xc  d xc xc )  tc    dc  (bxm xm  d xm xm )  tm  h  Ff
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(D.3)

(D.4)

 xc   xm  l L
where L is the length of capsular endoscope.

Substituting Eq. (D.4) into Eq. (D.3) leads to

2
2
l
l
  l 

 l 
bxc    d xc ( )  tc    dc  bxm    d xm ( )  tm  h   Ff
L
L
L
  L 


tm

(D.5)

h

 xm
Ff
 xc

tc

 dc

Figure D.1 Frictional force acting along the length of intestinal wall and its mesentery
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APPENDIX E

Stiffness Matrix of a Beam Element

The derivation of the stiffness matrix k e of the beam element is attributed in Ref. [170]. The
beam element has axial forces S1 and S7 , shearing forces S 2 , S3 , S8 and S9 , bending moments S5 ,
S6 , S11 and S12 , and twisting moments (torques) S4 and S10 as shown in Figure E.1. The

corresponding displacements u1 ,..., u12 are along with these forces and moments. Thus, the
stiffness matrix of the beam element is on the order of 12 12 .

y
s8
z

s11
s10

x
s2

s9

s5

s12

s3

s1

s4

s6

Figure E.1 Beam element
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s7

(i) For the Axial forces ( S1 and S7 )

The differential equation for the axial displacement u is shown in Figure E2 (a) is:
 du 
S1     EA
 dx 

(E.1)

Integrating Eq. (E.1) leads to
(E.2)

S1 x  uEA  C1

where C1 is a constant.
The boundary conditions:

u  u1 at x  0;

u  0 at x  l.

(E.3)

C1  S1l

(E.4)

Hence:

Eqs. (E.2) and (E.4) and taking x = 0 lead to
S1 

EA
u1
l

(E.5)

S1   S7

(E.5)

S1 EA

k11  u  l

1

k  S7   EA
 71 u1
l

(E.6)

Hence:
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u1

s7

s1

u7  0

x

(a)

u7

s1
u1  0

s7
x

(b)

Figure E.2 Axial forces S1 and S7

(ii) For the Twisting moment ( S4 and S10 )

The differential equation for the twist  as shown in Figure E.3 (a)
S 4  GJ

d
dx

(E.7)

where GJ is the torsional stiffness of the cross section of the beam;
Integrating Eq. (E.9) leads to
(E.8)

S 4 x   GJ   C1

The boundary conditions:  = 0 at x = l; evaluating the boundary condition leads to
(E.9)

C1  S 4l

The boundary conditions:  = u4 at x = 0; evaluating the boundary condition leads to
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S4 

GJ
u4
l

(E.10)
(E.11)

S10   S 4

Further,
S 4 GJ

k 4,10  u  l

4

S
k  10  GJ
 10,4 u4
l

(E.12)

Let u4 = 0 as shown in Figure E.3 (b), leading to
k10,10 

GJ
l

(E.13)

s10

s4

u10  0

x

u4

(a)

s4
u4  0

s10
u10

x

(b)

Figure E.3 Axial forces S4 and S10
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(iii) Shearing Forces ( S2 and S8 )

The lateral deflection v subjected to shearing forces and moments, as shown in Figure E.4 (a), is
expressed by
(E.14)

v  vb  vs

where vb is the lateral deflection induced by bending strains and v s is the additional deflection
induced by shearing strains.
The v s is expressed by
dvs  S 2

dx GAs

(E.15)

where As: the cross-sectional area of the beam.
The vb is expressed by

d 2vb
EI z
 S 2 x  S6
dx 2

(E.16)

Integrating of Eq. (E.15) and (E.16) leads to

S2 x3 S6 x 2 
S EI 
EI z v 

  C1  2 z  x  C2
6
2
GAs 


(E.17)

where C1 and C2 are the constants;
Evaluating the boundary condition in Figure E.4 (a) leads to

 dv dvs S2

at x  0, x  l
 
 dx dx GAs
v  0 at x  l


(E.18)

Eq. (E.17) leads to
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S2 x 3 S6 x 2 S2 xl 2
l 3 S2
EI
v
(1
)






 z
6
2
12
12

S 2l

S 6 
2

12 EI z

  GA l 2

s

(E.19)

Similarly,

S8  S 2

S12  S 6  S2l

(E.20)

By noting v  u2 at x = 0, it follows Eq. (E.19)

l 3S2
u2  (1   )
12EI z

(E.21)

Eqs. (E.19), Eq. (E.20), and (E.21) lead to


k2,2


k6,2


k
 2,2

k
 2,2



S2
12 EI z

u2 (1   )l 3



6 EI z
S 6 S 2l


u2 2u2 (1   )l 2

(E.22)

12 EI z
S
 8
u2 (1   )l 3


6 EI z
S12  S6  S 2l


u2
u2
(1   )l 2

Similarly,

12 EI z

k8,8  k 2,2  (1   )l 3


k   k  6 EI z
6,2
 12,8
(1   )l 2

(E.23)
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s2

s8
u2

s6

s12

u8  0
u12  0

x

(a)

s8
s2

s12

u6

u2  0
u6  0

s6

u12  0
x

(b)

Figure E.4 Shear forces S2 and S8

(iv) Bending Moments ( S6 and S12 )

The beam is subjected to bending moments and the associated shears, as shown in Figure E.5 (a)
and (b). Evaluating the boundary conditions as shown in Figure E.5 (a) lead to

v  0 at x  0, x  l

 dv  dvs  S2 at x  l
 dx dx GA
s


(E.24)

Eq. (E.17) becomes:
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S2 3 2
S6

2
 EI z v  6 ( x  l x )  2 (lx  x )

 S2  6 S6
(4   )l


(E.25)

At x = 0, leading to
dvb dv dvs


 u6
dx dx dx

(E.26)

S6 (1   )l
EI z (4   )

(E.27)

u6 

Eq. (E.20), (E.26) and (E.27) lead to


S6 (4   ) EI z

k6,6 
u
(1   )l
6


S8  S2
6 EI z

k8,6  
u6
u6
(1   )l 2


S
 S  S2 l
(2   ) EI z

k12,6  12  6
u6
u6
(1   )l


(E.28)

Evaluating the boundary conditions as shown in Figure E.5 (b) lead to

k12,12  k6,6 

(4   ) EI z
(1   )l

(E.29)
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u2  0

s8

s2
u6

u8  0

s6

u12  0

s12

x

(a)

s2

s8
s12

u2  0
u6  0

u8  0

u12

s6
(b)

Figure E.5 Bending moments S6 and S12

(v) Shearing Forces ( S3 and S9 )

Positive direction of the bending moments S5, S11, S6 and S12 are shown in Figure E.6.
Similarly,

k3,3  k 2,2

k5,3   k6,2
k  k
8,2
 9,3

k11,3  k12,2
k  k
8,8
 9,9
k11,9  k12,8

(E.30)
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s2

s8

s6

s12

(a)
s3

s9

s5

s11

(b)

Figure E.6 Sign convention for shear forces and bending moments

(vi ) Bending Moments ( S5 and S11 )

Similar to the derivation of previous section,
 k5,5  k6,6

 k9,5   k8,6
k  k
12,6
 11,5

(E.31)

Thus, the elementary stiffness matrix [ K e ] for the beam is shown in Figure E.7.
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12 I z
 0
2
l (1   y )


 0
0


 0
0


 0
0


6I z

 0
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12 I z
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6I z
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0

0
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GJ
E
0
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(4  z ) I y 

1  z 

Figure E.7 A stiffness matrix of the beam element

where
E : Young’s modulus;

v : Possion’s ratio;
A : cross-sectional area of the beam and l is the length of the beam;
I y : cross-section moments of inertia along y axis;

I z : cross-section moments of inertia along z axis;

 y : shear deformation parameters, defined as  y 

axis; and
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12 EI z
with Asy the shear area along y
GAsy l 2

z : shear deformation parameters, defined as z 
axis.
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12EI y
GAszl 2

with Asz the shear area along z

APPENDIX F

Stiffness Matrix [K] of the Colonoscope
function [stiffness]=
formStiffnessK3D(GDof,numberElements,elementNodes,numberNodes,nodeCoordinates
);
stiffness=zeros(GDof);
% computation of the system stiffness matrix
for e=1:numberElements;
% elementDof: element degrees of freedom (Dof)
indice=elementNodes(e,:) ;
elementDof=[6*indice(1)-5 6*indice(1)-4 6*indice(1)-3 6*indice(1)-2
6*indice(1)-1 6*indice(1) 6*indice(2)-5 6*indice(2)-4 6*indice(2)-3
6*indice(2)-2 6*indice(2)-1 6*indice(2)] ;
x1=nodeCoordinates(indice(1),1);
y1=nodeCoordinates(indice(1),2);
z1=nodeCoordinates(indice(1),3);
x2=nodeCoordinates(indice(2),1);
y2=nodeCoordinates(indice(2),2);
z2=nodeCoordinates(indice(2),3);
L = sqrt((x2-x1)*(x2-x1) + (y2-y1)*(y2-y1) + (z2-z1)*(z2-z1));
r = 6.65;

% radius of colonoscope (mm)

A = pi*(r^2);

% cross-sectional area (mm^2)

I = pi*r^4/4;

% moment of inertia

Iy = I;

% second moment of area

Iz = I;

% second moment of area

% Input parameters
GJ = 7000;

% torsional rigidity (N*mm^2)

EI = 40000;

% flexural stiffness (N*mm^2)

% end input
E = EI/I;

% modulus of elasticity (N/mm^2 or Mpsi)

k1 = E*A/L;
k2 = 12*E*Iz/(L*L*L);
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k3 = 6*E*Iz/(L*L);
k4 = 4*E*Iz/L;
k5 = 2*E*Iz/L;
k6 = 12*E*Iy/(L*L*L);
k7 = 6*E*Iy/(L*L);
k8 = 4*E*Iy/L;
k9 = 2*E*Iy/L;
k10 = GJ/L;
a=[k1 0 0; 0 k2 0; 0 0 k6];
b=[ 0 0 0; 0 0 k3; 0 -k7 0];
c=[k10 0 0; 0 k8 0; 0 0 k4];
d=[-k10 0 0; 0 k9 0; 0 0 k5];
k = [a b -a b; b' c b d; (-a)' b' a -b; b' d' (-b)' c] ;
if x1 == x2 & y1 == y2
if z2 > z1
Lambda = [0 0 1 ; 0 1 0 ; -1 0 0];
else
Lambda = [0 0 -1 ; 0 1 0 ; 1 0 0];
end
else
CXx = (x2-x1)/L;
CYx = (y2-y1)/L;
CZx = (z2-z1)/L;
D = sqrt(CXx*CXx + CYx*CYx);
CXy = -CYx/D;
CYy = CXx/D;
CZy = 0;
CXz = -CXx*CZx/D;
CYz = -CYx*CZx/D;
CZz = D;
Lambda = [CXx CYx CZx; CXy CYy CZy; CXz CYz CZz];
end
R = [Lambda zeros(3,9); zeros(3) Lambda zeros(3,6); zeros(3,6) Lambda
zeros(3);zeros(3,9) Lambda];
stiffness(elementDof,elementDof)=
stiffness(elementDof,elementDof)+R'*k*R;
end
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APPENDIX G

Mass Matrix of a Beam Element

The derivation of the mass matrix k e of the beam element is attributed in Ref. [170]. A local
coordinate system for a beam element was shown in Figure E.1. The displacement matrix [U] for
a beam element has 12 displacements: 6 deflections and 6 rotations, as shown in Eq. (G.1).

U1 
U 
 2
U 3 
 
U 4 
U 
 5
U 6 
[U ]   
U 7 
U 8 
 
U 9 
U 
 10 
U11 
U 
 12 

(G.1)

For static problem, displacement u in a continuous structure can be related to a finite number of
displacements be selected at some arbitrary points on the structure, this relationship is expressed
by
(G.2)

u  [ A ]U

where
u  [ u x u y u z ] and [ A]  A ( x, y , z ) .
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Based on the engineering theory of bending and torsion, the matrix [ A] in Eq. (G.2) is given by

1 
0
0


 6(1   2 )

2
3
1  3  2
0


 6(1   2 )

0
1  3 2  2 3


0
(1   )l
(1   )l


 (1  4  3 2 )l

0
(  2 2   3 )l


2
2
3
(1  4  3 )l (  2   )l
0

T
2
3 
[ A]  
(   )l 

0
0


2
3 2  2 3
0
 6(   )

2
3
 6(   2 )

0
3  2



0
l
l



2
2
3
0
(   )l
 (2  3 )l

2
3
 (2  3 2 )l

(   )l
0

(G.3)

The non-dimensional parameters in Eq. (G.3) are defined as:
x

  l

y

 
l

z

  l


(G.4)

where l is the length of the beam element.
The element mass matrix is calculated by Eq. (G.5) (see Section 10.5 in Ref. [170])

m    AT Adv

(G.5)

where  is the density; v is the volume of element; and the matrix [ A] must refer to all nodal
displacement in local coordinate system.
The matrix [ A] in Eq. (G.3) is substituted to Eq. (G.5), and integration of Eq. (G.5) is performed
over the whole volume v of the element, leading to Eq. (G.6) (as shown in the next page).
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where
Iy : rotatory inertia also called the moments of inertia along y axis;
Iz : rotatory inertia also called the moments of inertia along z axis;
Jx : torsional inertia also called the polar moment of inertia along x axis;
A : cross-sectional area of the beam; and
l

: length of the beam.
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APPENDIX H

Mass Matrix [M] of the Colonoscope
function
[massmatrix]=formMassmatrix(GDof,numberElements,elementNodes,numberNodes,node
Coordinates,A,Iz,Iy,Jx);
massmatrix=zeros(GDof);
% computation of the system mass matrix
for e=1:numberElements;
% elementDof: element degrees of freedom (Dof)
indice=elementNodes(e,:) ;
elementDof=[6*indice(1)-5 6*indice(1)-4 6*indice(1)-3 6*indice(1)-2
6*indice(1)-1 6*indice(1) 6*indice(2)-5 6*indice(2)-4 6*indice(2)-3
6*indice(2)-2 6*indice(2)-1 6*indice(2)] ;
x1=nodeCoordinates(indice(1),1);
y1=nodeCoordinates(indice(1),2);
z1=nodeCoordinates(indice(1),3);
x2=nodeCoordinates(indice(2),1);
y2=nodeCoordinates(indice(2),2);
z2=nodeCoordinates(indice(2),3);
L = sqrt((x2-x1)*(x2-x1) + (y2-y1)*(y2-y1) + (z2-z1)*(z2-z1));
k = [1/3 0 0 0 0 0 1/6 0 0 0 0 0;
0 13/35+6*Iz/(5*A*L*L) 0 0 0 (11*L)/210+Iz/(10*A*L) 0 9/706*Iz/(5*A*L*L) 0 0 0 (-13*L)/420+Iz/(10*A*L);
0 0 13/35+6*Iy/(5*A*L*L) 0 (-11*L)/210-Iz/(10*A*L) 0 0 0 9/706*Iy/(5*A*L*L) 0 13*L/420-Iy/(10*A*L) 0;
0 0 0 Jx/(3*A) 0 0 0 0 0 Jx/(6*A) 0 0;
0 0 (-11*L)/210-Iy/(10*A*L) 0 (L*L)/105+(2*Iy)/(15*A) 0 0 0 (13*L)/420+Iy/(10*A*L) 0 (-L*L)/140-Iy/(30*A) 0;
0 (11*L)/210+Iz/(10*A*L) 0 0 0 (L*L)/105+(2*Iz)/(15*A) 0 (13*L)/420Iz/(10*A*L) 0 0 0 (-L*L)/140-Iz/(30*A);
1/6 0 0 0 0 0 1/3 0 0 0 0 0;
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0 9/70-6*Iz/(5*A*L*L) 0 0 0 13*L/420-Iz/(10*A*L) 0
13/35+6*Iz/(5*A*L*L) 0 0 0 (-11*L)/210-Iz/(10*A*L);
0 0 9/70-6*Iy/(5*A*L*L) 0 (-13*L)/420+Iy/(10*A*L) 0 0 0
13/35+6*Iy/(5*A*L*L) 0 (11*L)/210+Iy/(10*A*L) 0;
0 0 0 Jx/(6*A) 0 0 0 0 0 Jx/(6*A) 0 0;
0 0 (13*L)/420-Iy/(10*A*L) 0 (-L*L)/140-Iy/(30*A) 0 0 0
(11*L)/210+Iy/(10*A*L) 0 (L*L)/105+(2*Iy)/(15*A) 0;
0 (-13*L)/420+Iz/(10*A*L) 0 0 0 (-L*L)/140-Iz/(30*A) 0 (-11*L)/210Iz/(10*A*L) 0 0 0 (L*L)/105+(2*Iz)/(15*A)];
if x1 == x2 & y1 == y2
if z2 > z1
Lambda = [0 0 1 ; 0 1 0 ; -1 0 0];
else
Lambda = [0 0 -1 ; 0 1 0 ; 1 0 0];
end
else
CXx = (x2-x1)/L;
CYx = (y2-y1)/L;
CZx = (z2-z1)/L;
D = sqrt(CXx*CXx + CYx*CYx);
CXy = -CYx/D;
CYy = CXx/D;
CZy = 0;
CXz = -CXx*CZx/D;
CYz = -CYx*CZx/D;
CZz = D;
Lambda = [CXx CYx CZx; CXy CYy CZy; CXz CYz CZz];
end
R = [Lambda zeros(3,9); zeros(3) Lambda zeros(3,6); zeros(3,6) Lambda
zeros(3);zeros(3,9) Lambda];
massmatrix(elementDof,elementDof)=
massmatrix(elementDof,elementDof)+R'*k*R;
end
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APPENDIX I

Natural Frequency of the Colonoscope
%

input: size of beam and material
r = 6.65;

% radius of colonoscope(mm)

I = pi*r^4/4;

% moment of inertia

A = pi*(r^2);

% cross-sectional A (mm^2)

lbeam = 200;

% length of the colonoscope unit: (mm)

EI = 40000;

% flexural stiffness (N*mm^2 )

E = 1000*EI/I;

% modulus of elasticity (mN/mm^2=1000Mpa)

mass = 0.4;

% mass of colonoscope (kg): 300 mm length

density = mass/(lbeam*A);

% unit: (kg/mm^3)

num_elements = 8;
%

define length of each element, uniform lengths
l = lbeam/num_elements;

%

define whether or not to do Guyan Reduction

The following codes refer to Ref. [217].
guyan = input('enter "1" to do Guyan elimination of rotations, "enter" to
not do Guyan ...

');

if (isempty(guyan))
guyan = 0;
else
end
if

guyan == 0
num_plot_max = 2*num_elements;
num_plot_default = num_elements;

else
num_plot_max = num_elements;
num_plot_default = num_elements;
end
num_plot = input(['enter the number of modes to plot, max
',num2str(num_plot_max),', default ',num2str(num_plot_default),' ...
if (isempty(num_plot))
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']);

num_plot = 9;
else
end
%

define length of each element, uniform lengths
l = lbeam/num_elements;

%

define length vector for plotting, right-to-left numbering
lvec = 0:l:lbeam;

%

define the node numbers
n = 1:num_elements+1;

%

number the nodes for the elements
node1 = 1:num_elements;
node2 = 2:num_elements+1;

%

size the stiffness and mass matrices to have 2 times the number of nodes

%

to allow for translation and rotation dof's for each node, including

built%

in end
max_node1 = max(node1);
max_node2 = max(node2);
max_node_used = max([max_node1 max_node2]);
mnu = max_node_used;
k = zeros(2*mnu);
m = zeros(2*mnu);

%

now build up the global stiffness and consistent mass matrices, element

by element
mpl = density*A;
for

i = 1:num_elements
dof1 = 2*node1(i)-1;
dof2 = 2*node1(i);
dof3 = 2*node2(i)-1;
dof4 = 2*node2(i);
k(dof1,dof1) = k(dof1,dof1)+(12*E*I/l^3);
k(dof2,dof1) = k(dof2,dof1)+(6*E*I/l^2);
k(dof3,dof1) = k(dof3,dof1)+(-12*E*I/l^3);
k(dof4,dof1) = k(dof4,dof1)+(6*E*I/l^2);
k(dof1,dof2) = k(dof1,dof2)+(6*E*I/l^2);
k(dof2,dof2) = k(dof2,dof2)+(4*E*I/l);
k(dof3,dof2) = k(dof3,dof2)+(-6*E*I/l^2);
k(dof4,dof2) = k(dof4,dof2)+(2*E*I/l);
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k(dof1,dof3) = k(dof1,dof3)+(-12*E*I/l^3);
k(dof2,dof3) = k(dof2,dof3)+(-6*E*I/l^2);
k(dof3,dof3) = k(dof3,dof3)+(12*E*I/l^3);
k(dof4,dof3) = k(dof4,dof3)+(-6*E*I/l^2);
k(dof1,dof4) = k(dof1,dof4)+(6*E*I/l^2);
k(dof2,dof4) = k(dof2,dof4)+(2*E*I/l);
k(dof3,dof4) = k(dof3,dof4)+(-6*E*I/l^2);
k(dof4,dof4) = k(dof4,dof4)+(4*E*I/l);
m(dof1,dof1) = m(dof1,dof1)+(mpl/420)*(156*l);
m(dof2,dof1) = m(dof2,dof1)+(mpl/420)*(22*l^2);
m(dof3,dof1) = m(dof3,dof1)+(mpl/420)*(54*l);
m(dof4,dof1) = m(dof4,dof1)+(mpl/420)*(-13*l^2);
m(dof1,dof2) = m(dof1,dof2)+(mpl/420)*(22*l^2);
m(dof2,dof2) = m(dof2,dof2)+(mpl/420)*(4*l^3);
m(dof3,dof2) = m(dof3,dof2)+(mpl/420)*(13*l^2);
m(dof4,dof2) = m(dof4,dof2)+(mpl/420)*(-3*l^3);
m(dof1,dof3) = m(dof1,dof3)+(mpl/420)*(54*l);
m(dof2,dof3) = m(dof2,dof3)+(mpl/420)*(13*l^2);
m(dof3,dof3) = m(dof3,dof3)+(mpl/420)*(156*l);
m(dof4,dof3) = m(dof4,dof3)+(mpl/420)*(-22*l^2);
m(dof1,dof4) = m(dof1,dof4)+(mpl/420)*(-13*l^2);
m(dof2,dof4) = m(dof2,dof4)+(mpl/420)*(-3*l^3);
m(dof3,dof4) = m(dof3,dof4)+(mpl/420)*(-22*l^2);
m(dof4,dof4) = m(dof4,dof4)+(mpl/420)*(4*l^3);
end
%

now that stiffness and mass matrices are defined for all dof's, including

%

constrained dof's, need to delete rows and columns of the matrices that

%

correspond to constrained dof's, in the left-to-right case, the first two

%

rows and columns
k(1:2,:) = [];

% translation/rotation of node 1

k(:,1:2) = [];
m(1:2,:) = [];
m(:,1:2) = [];
if
%

guyan == 1

Guyan Reduction - reduce out the rotation dof's, leaving displacement

dof's
%

re-order the matrices

%

re-order the columns of k
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kr = zeros(2*(mnu-1));
krr = zeros(2*(mnu-1));
%

rearrange columns, rotation and then displacement dof's
mkrcolcnt = 0;
for

mkcolcnt = 2:2:2*(mnu-1)
mkrcolcnt = mkrcolcnt + 1;
kr(:,mkrcolcnt) = k(:,mkcolcnt);
mr(:,mkrcolcnt) = m(:,mkcolcnt);

end
mkrcolcnt = num_elements;
for

mkcolcnt = 1:2:2*(mnu-1)
mkrcolcnt = mkrcolcnt + 1;
kr(:,mkrcolcnt) = k(:,mkcolcnt);
mr(:,mkrcolcnt) = m(:,mkcolcnt);

end

%

rearrange rows, rotation and then displacement dof's
mkrrowcnt = 0;
for

mkrowcnt = 2:2:2*(mnu-1)
mkrrowcnt = mkrrowcnt + 1;
krr(mkrrowcnt,:) = kr(mkrowcnt,:);
mrr(mkrrowcnt,:) = mr(mkrowcnt,:);

end
mkrrowcnt = num_elements;
for

mkrowcnt = 1:2:2*(mnu-1)
mkrrowcnt = mkrrowcnt + 1;
krr(mkrrowcnt,:) = kr(mkrowcnt,:);
mrr(mkrrowcnt,:) = mr(mkrowcnt,:);

end
%

define sub-matrices and transformation matrix T
kaa = krr(1:num_elements,1:num_elements);
kab = krr(1:num_elements,num_elements+1:2*num_elements);
T = [-inv(kaa)*kab
eye(num_elements,num_elements)]

%

calculate reduced mass and stiffness matrices
kbb = T'*krr*T
mbb = T'*mrr*T
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else
kbb = k;
mbb = m;
end
%

define the number of dof for state-space version, 2 times dof left after

%

removing constrained dof's
[dof,dof] = size(kbb);

%

define the sizes of mass and stiffness matrices for state-space
ssdof = 2*dof;
aud = zeros(ssdof);

%

% creates a ssdof x ssdof null matrix

divide the negative of the stiffness matrix by the mass matrix
ksm = inv(mbb)*(-kbb);

%

now expand to state space size

%

fill out unit values in mass and stiffness matrices
for

row = 1:2:ssdof
aud(row,row+1) = 1;

end
%

fill out mass and stiffness terms from m and k
for

row = 2:2:ssdof
for

col = 2:2:ssdof

aud(row,col-1) = ksm(row/2,col/2);
end
end
%

calculate the eigenvalues/eigenvectors of the undamped matrix for

plotting
%

and for calculating the damping matrix c
[evec1,evalu] = eig(aud);
evalud = diag(evalu);
evaludhz = evalud/(2*pi);
num_modes = length(evalud)/2;

%

now reorder the eigenvalues and eigenvectors from low to high freq
[evalorder,indexhz] = sort(abs((evalud)));
for

cnt = 1:length(evalud)
eval(cnt,1) = evalud(indexhz(cnt));
evalhzr(cnt,1) = round(evaludhz(indexhz(cnt)));

evec(:,cnt) = evec1(:,indexhz(cnt));
end
%

now check for any imaginary eigenvectors and convert to real
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for

cnt = 1:length(evalud)
if

(imag(evec(1,cnt)) & imag(evec(3,cnt)) & imag(evec(5,cnt))) ~= 0
evec(:,cnt) = imag(evec(:,cnt));

else
end
end
if

guyan == 0

%

now separates the displacement and rotations in the eigenvectors

%

for plotting mode shapes
evec_disp = zeros(ceil(dof/2),ssdof);
rownew = 0;
for

row = 1:4:ssdof
rownew = rownew+1;
evec_disp(rownew,:) = evec(row,:);

end
evec_rotation = zeros(ceil(dof/2),ssdof);
rownew = 0;
for row = 3:4:ssdof
rownew = rownew+1;
evec_rotation(rownew,:) = evec(row,:);
end
else
evec_disp = zeros(ceil(dof/4),ssdof);
rownew = 0;
for

row = 1:2:ssdof
rownew = rownew+1;
evec_disp(rownew,:) = evec(row,:);

end
end
%

normalize the displacement eigenvectors wrt one for plotting
for

col = 1:ssdof
evec_disp(:,col) =

evec_disp(:,col)/max(abs(real(evec_disp(:,col))));
if

evec_disp(floor(dof/2),col) >= 0
evec_disp(:,col) = -evec_disp(:,col);

else
end
end
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%

list eigenvalues, hz
format long e
evaludhz_list = sort(evaludhz(1:2:2*num_modes))
format short

%

list displacement (not velocity) eigenvectors
evec_disp(:,1:2:2*num_plot)
if

%

guyan == 0

plot mode shapes
for

mode_cnt = 1:num_plot
evec_cnt = 2*mode_cnt -1;
plot(lvec,[0; evec_disp(:,evec_cnt)],'ko-')

title(['Cantilever Beam, Mode ', ...
num2str(mode_cnt),': ',num2str(abs(evalhzr(evec_cnt))),' hz']);
xlabel('Distance From Built-In End')
ylabel('Normalized Y-Displacement')
axis([0 lbeam -1.5 1.5])
grid on
disp('execution paused to display figure, "enter" to continue'); pause
end
else
%

plot mode shapes, Guyan Reduced
for

mode_cnt = 1:num_plot
evec_cnt = 2*mode_cnt -1;
plot(lvec,[0; evec_disp(:,evec_cnt)],'ko-')
title(['Cantilever Beam, Mode ', ...
num2str(mode_cnt),': ',num2str(abs(evalhzr(evec_cnt))),' hz']);
xlabel('Distance From Built-In End')
ylabel('Normalized Y-Displacement')
axis([0 lbeam -1.5 1.5])
grid on

disp('execution paused to display figure, "enter" to continue'); pause
end
end
%

normalization with respect to mass on a filled (not diagonal) mass matrix

%

calculate the displacement (displacement and rotation) eigenvectors

%

to be used for the modal model eigenvectors
xm = zeros(dof);
col = 0;
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for

mode = 1:2:ssdof
col = col + 1;
row = 0;
for

ndof = 1:2:ssdof
row = row + 1;
xm(row,col) = evec(ndof,mode);

end
end
%

normalize with respect to mass
for

mode = 1:dof
xn(:,mode) = xm(:,mode)/sqrt(xm(:,mode)'*mbb*xm(:,mode));

end
%

calculate the normalized mass and stiffness matrices for checking
mm = xn'*mbb*xn;
km = xn'*kbb*xn;

%

check that the sqrt of diagonal elements of km are eigenvalues
p = (diag(km)).^0.5;
row = 0;
for cnt = 1:2:ssdof
row = row + 1;
evalrad(row) = abs((eval(cnt)));
end
[p evalrad']/(2*pi)
evalhz = evalrad/(2*pi);
semilogy(evalhz)
xlabel('Mode Number')
ylabel('Frequency, hz')
grid
disp('execution paused to display figure, "enter" to continue'); pause
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